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SECTION 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

This analysis ans assessment of the cultural lnadscape has been commissioned as a first
phase of the restoration and development of the Healdtown High School Campus.

The

analysis has as aim to provide both a comprehensive picture of its site and form part of the
brief to those consultants that will ultimately be engaged to design specific interventions. The
analysis is part of a larger team effort that will provide sufficient guidance to inform all future
development, rehabilitation, restoration or alteration of buildings and services, hard and soft
landscaping, services infrastructure, access, security and any other planning requirements. It
will serve as essential background information for the Historic Schools Restoration Project
(HSRP) and its advisors when formulating a detailed brief around each school’s specific
requirements, and when assessing the impacts that any such proposed interventions may
have upon the physical, environmental and heritage aspects of the school campus.

1.2

SCOPE OF WORK

1.2.1

Heritage Analysis and Assessment

This heritage analysis is undertaken by Cultmatrix cc and Liana Muller under the guidance of
Ms Laura Robinson of the HSRP Professional Task Team - its output relies on the completion
of the site record, accurate maps and planning layouts that are provided by the other
members of the consultant team, notably the Land surveyor.

From the Brief the scope of works is interpreted as follows:

•

A heritage analysis, including photo recording of plant material, spaces and buildings,
identification and assessment of building ensembles, architectural typology, heritage
value and development guidelines for each zone, a definition and understanding the
cultural landscape - this encompasses interrelated tangible and intangible aspects, and
includes components as historic vistas and view corridors to and from the campus;

•

Development guidelines that map areas of sensitivity, and

•

An Issues Report that would include significant socio-cultural and socio-economical
aspects;

•

Providing adequate relevant material to enable a workshop to develop a Statement of
Significance (SoS) with the local Community (we also will provide a draft SoS for a start
of the workshop process);

•

Identification of responsibilities;
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•

Providing the above heritage component in a format as required by the South African
Heritage Resource Agency (SAHRA) when considering the nomination of the schools for
national heritage site status (suitable for entering into a Listing Form and suitable
motivation re the appropriate Grading level of the resource).

1.2.2

Vegetation-Survey

This section of the work is an informative record of the landscape and horticultural aspects of
the campus, with specific attention to the identification of trees species. Avenues, copses,
hedges, orchards, areas of fynbos, gardens, lawns and ornamental plantings are all important
features in the historic development and the documentation thereof a crucial component of
this document. This is supplemented by a commentary on the historic legacy, past
performance and future suitability of the species contained within the site. The recording of
the site’s vegetation can be found in Appendix C. The information contained within the
recording are applied in the zone by zone analysis of the entire site.

1.3

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

It is assumed that:

•

The site can be visited and inspected

•

The Land Surveyor will be able to provide us with the required documentation/plans of the
site and its resources.

Please note that:

•

Diligent progress depends greatly on the retrieval of archival documents and availability
of ex-school teachers and/or students to retrieve oral history.

In the case of new

information of major importance being retrieved that will have a bearing on the proposed
delivery time, the HSRP team will be informed and a decision required.

•

A detailed documentation (ie physical production of plans, sections and elevations) of the
heritage buildings and their sites is not part of this document.

1.4

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Sound management of the built environment is an important cultural activity - conservation is
an essential component of the management process thereof. Any conservation management
plan relies on a reliable survey and assessment of historical data, that is as complete as the
contractual context allows for. A good assessment has to rely on proper documentation and
analysis.

The ethics of heritage conservation require that those professionals who are

allowed to work with heritage fabric, look beyond short term outcomes towards a longer term
view of conservation – this means that, if the historic fabric is lost, the work of the professional
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must attempt to leave behind as much data regarding the heritage fabric as could be
processed in the contract, and that such data is properly indexed and stored with both the
client and the relevant heritage conservation authorities.

The approach to the recording (ie gathering of heritage data through audit, surveys, or
documentation) and assessment activity therefore follows from a two-fold responsibility:

•

The first, main responsibility is to gather, process and deliver relevant and concise data,
in the required formats, that will ensure construction of a relevant, suitable, practical and
flexible heritage management vision, policy, guidelines for the Healdtown School and its
related environs. This will be the basis for the conservation of its cultural significance and
the legibility thereof, as well as for the integrated planning, protection, development,
management and use of the School in the future.

•

The second, peripheral responsibility is to ensure that the heritage assessment can be
augmented in the future, and that research material and documentation that are not
directly required for the current project, but that answer the statutory responsibilities
posed by the NHRA25/99, or otherwise are nevertheless part of the historic record, be
collected and properly archived to ensure conservation of the data with the relevant
heritage authorities.

The authors follow an internationally accepted and endorsed approach to heritage
management.

•

The guidelines from the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), an
international heritage management body with various scientific committees made up of
international experts and the advisory body to the World Heritage Committee, are
followed. These include various Charters like those from ICOMOS (1931; 1964; 1972,
1983, 1988a and b, 1999 and 2003).

•

Additional guidelines are those from the Japan Agency for Cultural Affairs (1994) and
UNESCO (2003).

•

Guidelines for the recording of resources that are subscribed to include ICOMOS (1996)
and ICCROM.

•

Approaches and case studies from other international Heritage Authorities were also
studied. These include the UNESCO World Heritage Guidelines (2005) and its concept of
Cultural Landscapes (Item 36-9), Heritage Management in Australia and new Zealand
(Hall & McArthur, 1992) and a project which is specifically relevant, ie the Australian Old
Parliament House Conservation Management Plan (Pearson et al, 2000).
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In terms of statutory local conservation management requirements, the NHRA 25/99 is
the primary guiding document, backed up by SAHRA’s General introduction to Surveys,
Impact assessments and management plans (2002).

The authors acknowledge various locally relevant and accepted descriptions of heritage
resources management and heritage assessment precedents that are deemed valuable
for this CMP:

•

A systematics for the South African cultural landscapes with a view to implementation
(Breedlove, 2002),

•

The Company’s Garden Heritage Audit (Pistorius & Harris, 2001), the Robben Island
Museum Conservation Management Plan Summary Document (Robben Island Museum,
2003) and the Mahlamba Ndlophu Conservation Policy (Fisher & Botes, 2000).

•

The authors have wide experience of heritage management through their teaching and
research and participation in various conservation efforts, as well through relevant
consultancy projects like those at Pilgrim’s Rest (Bakker & Van Der Waal, 2000; Bakker,
2001), Mamelodi Rondavels (Bakker & De Jong, 2002), Witbank ESCOM (Bakker & De
Jong, 2002), the DFA at the Union Buildings (Bakker & De Jong, 2001), Salvokop (Bakker
& De Jong, 2003a) and Freedom Park (Bakker, 2003a and b) and Ndebele architecture
(Bakker, 2005). A heritage audit of the Union Buildings Estate, including its gardens and
peripheral areas proved to be a guiding document regarding cultural landscape definition
and management (Müller & Young 2005). This, as well as work on intangible aspects of
heritage (Bakker, 2003b and Müller 2009), the relationship between landscape and
memory (Müller 2009) and on colonialism and heritage by Bakker (2003c) are all
employed in this venture.

In terms of heritage assessment developments on the African continent, cognisance is
taken of new developments re heritage assessment and management that emanates from
African Expert Committees, eg WHC (1999; 2002).
International best practice in terms of the format and content of a heritage assessment is
part of the product.

1.5

ARCHIVAL MATERIAL

A host of additional information regarding the history of Healdtown, including photographs,
personal biographies and other written material are still available. Within the timescale of this
project, it was however impossible to access all the information available. It is proposed that
additional archival research on the campus be conducted on a continuous basis.
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SECTION 2

2.1

HERITAGE ANALYSIS

BRIEF HISTORICAL NARRATIVE

Numerous written sources provide a clear narrative of the history of Healdtown. The
Healdtown School Board provides a short but thorough history of the campus. This document
has been inlcuded in this document as Appendix A.

2.2

TIMELINE OF BUILDINGS AND INFRASTRUCTURE AT HEALDTOWN

The timeline of Healdtown are graphically illustrated in Figure 1 where the dates of all
buildings and structures have been included. The information contained in Figure 1 is
however elaborated upon in the short written timeline below:

2.2.1

Healdtown as Industrial Institution

At the end of the Umlajeni war the school was at Fort Beaufort in the building later used as
the minister’s stables. Rev Ayliff then started the [old] Institution in the native minister’s house
(Ndwandwa in Jubilee 1906: 13).

The mission was founded in 1853 by the Rev John Ayliff for the Mfengu (or Fingo) people.
Ayliff established the mission on the site of the earlier station of the London Missionary
Society, founded in 1844 by the Rev Henry Calderwood and named Birklands.

1955: Feb 4 1855 Governor Sir George Grey with a large staff came to Healdtown and then
granted money to build these large schools (from Ayliff’s writings, in Jubilee 1906: 9);
Foundation stone laid by Governor Sir George Grey (Hornabrook in Jubilee 1906: 6)

“….the present [new] Institution was founded when we were boarders already at the old
one….the day when the Minister and the boys left the old Institution over the bridge for the
present one, is still clear in my memory”; “When the lands were surveyed we were already in
the present establishment – there were then two shops: Telana’s (where Mr Dick’s is) and A.
Stuarts”; (Later, in 1867 a decision was published to train students in higher education than
hitherto) (Ndwandwa in Jubilee 1906: 14)

1856-7:

The erection of the Industrial Institution building (for training of Blacksmiths,

Carpenters, Wagon makers and Shoemakers and the first Pupil Teachers) supervised by Rev
Ayliff - completed May 26 of 1857 with thousands present at the opening (76 boys then
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boarding) (Ayliff’s writings, in Jubilee 1906: 9) – Note: Due to withdrawal of Government
support this facility was later closed (Hewson 1955 1955: 20).

[Note: a Church and a Manse was also built (Centenary :15).

1862: Opening of new Church (Ayliff’s writings, in Jubilee 1906: 10)

2.2.2

Healdtown as Educational Institution

1867-80: In 1867 there is the proposal to use the existing Healdtown buildings for the training
of teachers and clergy and establishment of the training institution. In 1880 there is the
transfer of the Theological Class to Lesseyton –from 1880 Healdtown is solely an Educational
Institution. (Hewson 1955: 20).

1885-89 Administration of Governor Rev W Holford (In 1885 boarders amounted to 55)
In this time there was the Institution building, cottages, stables, a schoolroom, and a chapel.
The part of the Institution Building towards the garden was occupied by the Governor, that
towards the schoolroom by the headmasters, with the 3 rooms between them 2 being used as
student bedrooms and 1 as a hall for religious and public gatherings – there was also a
library, lavatory and a dining hall. (Mali in Jubilee 1906: 21)

The Girls Boarding Department was started in 1896 when Govmnt grants were withdrawn
from smaller establishments - girls from the Ayliff Institution for girls at Peddie were
transferred to Healdtown (Hewson 1955: 29).
[The 1906 Eagle shows a picture of this small double storey block]

1890-1989 and 1903-17 Administration of Rev Richard Frazer Hornabrook
Here follows a list of building projects by Rev Richard Frazer Hornabrook (Head of Wesleyan
Methodist Church in SA) who was the Healdtown Governor and Headmaster 1890-1898 (in
this time boarder numbers increased from 33 to 120) and again Governor from 1903 on (by
1906 there were 225 boarders).
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1896: Enlarges the training school by erecting building with 2 classrooms (in 1906 used for 1st
year PT class), the Iron Building connected to the Infants school for woodwork (and first
woodwork master WR Caley came out from England) and the Hall for lectures turned into a
Dining Room with subsequent enlargements on the Governers House.

1897: Girls’ School started (occupied in 1899 for the first session under Rev Hurt).

1905: The dilapidated Practicing School (the thatched building) was pulled down in 1905 and
a start was made on the Jubilee Building (Completed 1906) – being a Hall flanked on two
sides by 2 classrooms each (??: 30) (See: A Hall with five classrooms (Hewson 1955: 30 [ie
5th classroom at the back/north]) - during the seconds session of the year the Governor of the
Colony, Sir W Hely-Hutchinson, fixed the marble tablet to the building – a borehole was sunk
in this year as well and due to the good water supply an underground tank was built with a
supply pipe to both Boys’ and Girls’ Schools – this operation also saw the erection of the
windmill.
[Note: I think the Jubilee Building was subsequently also called the Practicing School and is
west of the large Mens’ Dining Hall and was later known as the 3&4 grade school and batch
single teacher accommodation – the main dining hall is not the Jubilee hall]

1907: New teacher’s house

1907-17: New Infant School erected, new Teachers Quarters, Training School enlarged,
increased Dormitory buildings and an extention of both Boys’ and Girls’ kitchens and a new
Woodwork room (Hewson 1955: 30)

1917 – 27 Administration of Rev JM Watkinson

1926-8: Building erected for the new High School Course. [this is the main building with clock
tower at the current entrance to the school]

1927-44 Administration of Rev AA Wellington

1929 Development of Water System with power pumping plant (water for kitchens, baths and
a boys swimming pool) (Hewson 1955 : 31).

1930 Electric lights at Healdtown (Hewson : 31). Earl of Selbourne lays foundation stone of
Domestic Science Block (Hewson 1955: 32). 464 boarders at this time.
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1934 Construction of modern Sanitation system started using newly discovered and hitherto
untapped local water supply. Hon JH Hofmeyr, Min of Education, lays foundation stone of
Science Block of the High School. (Hewson 1955: 32).

1934-5

Expansion of Boys’ Dining Hall to seat 600, new dormitories, Science Block

completed, Model School and completion of the ‘sanitary scheme’. (Hewson 1955: 32).
[Note: the publications also call this the Mens Dining Hall]

[Note: sprawling single storey Boys’ dorm building has roof gables similar to Dining hall
extensions of 1935 so this could be the 1937 one]

1943 Secr Native Affairs Esq DL Smith opens eastern Domestic Science block.

1944 - 50 Administration of Rev EW Grant: Fabric of the Church restored and gardens set
up around the buildings. A fully equipped Gymnasium was erected (Only one in the country
for African education) at the main entrance to the Institution [this building was later
demolished and replaced by a newer hall] as well as a large new sports ground and additional
playing fields. Rehabilitation of the kitchen, dormitories and dining halls and rewiring of the
power and lighting system as well as the improvement of lighting. A new borehole was also
sunk and a pump facility installed. New sanitary blocks for men and women, as well as the
improvement of all existing staff houses and erection of new houses. A centrally placed
building was adapted for the administration functions. (Hewson 1955: 35)
In 1946 a new Post office (in lieu of that in Mr Stuart’s shop) was erected (Hewson 1955: 35;
Eagle 1946: 9). New Chancel for historic stone Church completed. (Eagle 1946: 9-10)

1950 – 1955+ Rev SG Pitts
No record of new building works – in his time the changes brought about by the Nationalist
government influenced African Education and the Institution of Healdtown radically [Standard
Encyclopædia of Southern Africa, states: “Under the Bantu Education Act of 1953 these
schools were transferred to the State.” Ie under Bantu Education Minister Hendrik Verwoerd]
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2.3

LITERATURE RESEARCH

The information contained within the timeline, but also a number of significant quotations on
the school were gleaned from a number of sources. The most imporatent sources however
proved to be three publications by the school from various eras. The first dates from 1906 and
was published for the Healdtown Jubilee. The second was the 1946 yearbook entitled "The
Eagle" and contained valuable accounts of life at Healdtown during that time. The third was
for the documentation of the 1955 Healdtown Centenary celebrations. All contained very
informative historic photographs, some of which are reproduced in this document.

2.4

ORAL TRADITIONS

The main opportunity for the collection of oral traditions pertaining to the site was a site
meeting with former students and teachers of both institutions. Liana Müller contacted Mr
Thomas Hagspihl, present principal of Healdtown Secondary School and he provided a
number of contact details for potential informants. A full list of informants and the
documentation of the oral traditions are available in Appendix B Section B1.
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SECTION 3

ASSESSMENT

OF

HEALDTOWN

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Healdtown school is located approximately 20 kilometres north-east of Fort Beaufort in the
Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. The larger spatial context of the school is graphically
illustrated in Image A: Aerial Photograph below.

The description and analysis of the cultural landscape of Healdtown has been structured
according to a number of zones comprising the entire site. These zones are illustrated in
Figure 2 and the numbering follows the chronological order of the site visit (8 May 2009) and
the documentation of oral traditions (see Appendix B.2).

A short discussion on landscape elements of value and the general significance, plus a few
general management objectives are included for all the respective zones. These statements
will be combined to form the basis of the SoS (Section 5), the Issues Report (Section 6) for
the entire site.
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Aerial photographs
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Figure 2
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3.1

ZONE 1: SECONDARY SCHOOL AND CHAPEL

3.1.1

Use and Description
This

area

is

presently

being

frequented by the staff and pupils of
the Secondary School and is currently
the only area of the original campus
being

utilised.

The

gardens

surrounding the secondary school
buildings are well-kept, featuring neat
lawns and trees dating from the
original gardens. The area in front of
the main bell tower, which are flanked
by the two high school blocks were
used for assemblies on weekdays
and the children used to play games
in this area (Dr Gqubule and Connie
Mazaleni 2009). Current large tree
species

include

a

number

of

Jacaranda mimosifolia in front of the
main buildings, with Schinus molle,
Melia

azedarach

and

Phytolacca

diotica to the north of the complex. A striking indigenous Calodendron capense is located at
the present vehicular entry. The original fence forms the boundary of this area and the
termination of the axial line of the currant entrance road is reinforced by a significant, but
small pedestrian entrance gate.

Image 1: The area to the north of the northern wing of

Image 2: The original entry gate on

the secondary school, next to main entrance

the axial line of the access road
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Since there has not been a school chaplain for quite some time, the chapel is presently
utilised by the Methodist minister of the area on Sundays. This minister is currently staying in
the original governor's house, or present manse (Marianne Hagsphil 2009). Only the senior
students (boys and girls) could attend services in the chapel. The junior students (boys and
girls) had to attend their own services in the dining hall (Dr Gqubule). The monument to the
north of the chapel is still in a fairly good condition and the original church bell, which used to
stand in front of the Jubilee Building now resides to the south of the chapel. The areas
surrounding the secondary school and chapel all feature concrete walkways which are all in a
fairly good condition.

Image 3: The pedestrian area between the main

Image 4: The southern façade of the chapel with bell,

secondary

neat lawn and original boundary structure.

school

block

(present

admin)

and

southern wing.

3.1.2

Values and Significance

Even though there are a number of declared category 3 invader species present in this zone,
these trees represent a specific era where this specie was planted on a large scale at many
mission schools and stations across the country. Therefore, they have an inherent cultural
significance and should be retained as far as possible. The palms and other vegetation have
a low aesthetic and heritage value.

Image 5: High School Clock Tower –

Image 6: High School Clock Tower with lawn, 2009

Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p16
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According to the headmaster, Thomas Hagsphil (2009) the high school block was recently
renovated and repainted. However, Anne Webster (2009) stated that the present colours
differ from the original colours and that it used to be painted only white. Image 7 illustrates
that the area in front of the tower used to feature a number of flowering species in a bed
immediately adjacent to the original fence. The most important spatial feature to be retained is
the sense of enclosure imbued by the Jacaranda mimosifolia trees and the original secondary
sch ool buildings. Originally, this space looked out towards the larger area surrounding
Healdtown, but this vista has been interrupted by the newly constructed primary school
buildings (Zone 8) and the fully matured trees. This, together with the original fence along the
road, however served to emphasize the square, and it is this characteristic that should be
accentuated in future developments.

Image 7: The Chapel and High School Buildings
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p22

Image 8: Chapel and High School, 2009

The chapel and the monument at its northern corner lend a distinguished character to this
zone. The major view as one enters from the vehicular entrance area is focussed on these
significant structures, increasing its value. However, its surrounding landscape does little to
support its prominence. Image 7 indicates the original planting to the north of the chapel and
illustrates the neat hedges framing the walkway from the dining hall towards the secondary
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school buildings. It also indicates the original location of two Jacaranda mimosifolia trees
immediately adjacent to the chapel, today remaining as only two stumps.

3.1.3

Development and Management Guidelines

•

Retain all trees within this area;

•

Retain emphasis of the square;

•

Investigate ways of reintroducing historic planting to north of chapel to provide suitable
setting;

•

Identify any broken sections of concrete walkway and repair.

3.2

ZONE 2: ILANGA (TRAINING SCHOOL) AND PRACTICING SCHOOL

JUNIOR BLOCKS (LOWER PRIMARY SCHOOL)
3.2.1

Use and Description

The vegetation to the west of the Ilanga buildings is primarily confined to sparse lawn and a
few remaining horticultural species adjacent to its western façade. A Cedrus sp. is located to
the north of the present entrance to the complex. A newly erected fence with low aesthetic
qualities divides this space and negates the architectural qualities of the building.
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Image 9: The "reading room" to the

Image 10: The eastern façade of the Ilanga building

northwest of the Ilanga Building together

with row of Jacaranda mimosifolia

with new fence..

The square adjacent to the eastern façade of the Jubilee building is additionally bound by the
Junior Block Boy's hostel to the north and the Eagle Block to the east. Even though some
aspects remain to provide reference to its former glory (the row of Jacaranda mimosifolia
along eastern façade of Junior block and Eagle building, the Pinus sp. within the central
square), much of the original square has disappeared. The significant drainage channel along
the southern edge is overgrown and broken in some sections. According to Connie Mazaleni
(2009) the square always had a lawn surface and was very well maintained.

"There are rows of jacaranda trees, Jacaranda mimosifolia round the perimeter of a central
square which has building on three sides. Those trees add a verdant and colourful counterpoint which adds to the dramatic effect of the ornate tower on the eastern “eagle” building.
The row of trees on the southern side of the square has died and their former presence is
marked by their stumps, while there are trees missing in the western row." Vernon 2009: 4

A large open space with a derelict and neglected appearance is located immediately behind
the Junior block and is fronted by the original home of the school chaplain "or housemaster,
Seth Mokotimi (1937 – 1951)" (Dr Gqubule 2009). At present this building serves as a shop
and post office. According to Dr Gqubule, the reservoir behind this house was not here during
the 1940's and must have been built during a later stage. A beautiful historic fuel pump is
located to the north of the house.
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Image 11: The area behind the "Junior Block" Boys'

Image 12: The original house of the school chaplain,

Hostel with Jacaranda and reservoir.

the historic fuel pump and area to north of Junior
Block

The area to the east of the Eagle Building also features an extensive network of drainage
channels and catch-pits, all in various levels of decay. "There is a copse of indigenous white
stinkwood trees Celtis africana which is to the south of the boy’s hostel and on the east side
of the “eagle” building. The position of those trees suggests that they have grown there
naturally and were not planted. However, they have formed a pleasant shady spot, and give
indication of the horticultural potential of the campus." Vernon 2009:4. These trees are
flanked by a dense Jacaranda mimosifolia copse covering most of the area to the east of the
Eagle Building.

Image 13: Celtis africana to the east of the Junior

Image 14: Original drainage channels

Block

3.2.2

Values and Significance

The petrol pump to the north of the house dates from the 1910's and should be retained and
conserved as it represents a significant connection to a historic period of which the school
formed part of. "The petrol pump was located in its original position (in front of the post office)
even before I studied at the school (1940's)" (Dr Gqubule 2009). Another significant feature of
this zone is the drainage channels. They can be considered to be the technical backbone of
the school complex and should be celebrated as such. As mentioned in Section 3.1.1 above,
the exotic Jacaranda mimosifolia represents a significant tree species with a longstanding
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legacy at Healdtown School. This is supported by the noteworthy planting along the edge of
the square.

Image 15: The Eagle Building with Pine tree –
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p6

The square has a high significance in the larger context of the Healdtown cultural landscape
and is clearly illustrated in the oral histories below:
"I remember the Sunday morning parades that were held in the central
assembly square, where Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika was sung long before it
was the national anthem." (Trevor Webster 2009)
They also sang "God save the Queen" and hoisted the Union Jack. The
flag post was located in the central section closer to the road. "When the
band played we pulled the flags down and walked up to the steps of the
Junior Block where the staff stood" (Dr Gqubule 2009)
In later years, the staff stood under the bell-tower of the Eagle Building.
(Anne Webster 2009)
Every Sunday, the band would go up to the Girls' Hostel to fetch the girls,
travelling along the pepper tree lane. When the girls reached the square,
they would walk past the Eagle Building and stand on the other side of
the square, next to the Ilanga Building. (Dr Gqubule 2009)

According to Dr Gqubule (2009) the pine tree roughly in the middle of the square was already
quite tall when he came to the school in 1940. It is surmised that it was planted after the
erection of the Jubilee Building. It has a rich oral history:
"When we went on strike in 1946 after the war – we were starving – the
war ended in 1945, and we thought that things would improve in 1946,
but it did not. So we stood around this tree, walking around the tree
singing "Thina siyalambile" (we are hungry). It was late afternoon and
getting dark, so we did not see our boarding master standing on the
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steps and noting who the ringleaders were. He rang the bell, calling us to
the dining hall and ordered us to sing the song again and again. This tree
should never be chopped down" (Dr Gqubule 2009)

Image16: The square with the Junior Boys' Dormitories –
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p17

Image 17: Square with Junior Boys' Dormitories and historic pine tree, 2009
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Image 18: The square at Healdtown with a view of the Training School "Eagle Block"
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p27

Image 19: The Training School Eagle Block with dining Hall in background, 2009

According to the images above, the original flag post and base is missing from the square.
The oral histories collected all indicated that the flag post played a central role in school
activities (Dr Gqubule 2009).
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Image 20: The entrance to Healdtown showing the main gymnasium (now hall) –
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p13

Image 21: Renovated Hall with original entrance and boundary fence

3.2.3

Development and Management Guidelines

•

Rehabilitate and protect all stone terracing and drainage channels;

•

Address the area in front of Jubilee Building at entrance to campus – planting and
resurfacing necessary;

•

Remove unsightly fence at entrance next to main hall and replace with suitable
alternative;

•

Retain all trees, especially Jacaranda and Pinus species;

•

Remove derelict reservoir to the north of Junior Block;

•

Clean and rehabilitate area to the east of shop / house

•

Preserve and protect fuel pump in present location and provide suitable environment.
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3.3

ZONE 3: DINING HALL, "BATCH" AND PRACTICING SCHOOL

3.3.1

Use and Description

"There is one garden, which is a prominent but neglected feature of the campus. It is on the
south side of the largest building on the campus and to the east of the church. There is a
hedge on the western and southern sides, to the north is the building and to the east there is
a barrier of a copse of bushes. The garden is a cloistered park that must have been a quiet
restful place, almost a sanctuary. It has a cemetery-like tranquillity, but despite searching, no
graves or commemorative plaques could be found there. There are no traces of a lawn or
flower beds in the garden but there are several mature trees. These include: a solitary
indigenous cape chestnut, Calodendron capense, deodar, Cedrus deodar, cypress
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, silky oak, Grevillea robusta, syringa, Melia azedrach, Aleppo
pine, Pinus halepennis holm oak Quercus ilex, white oak Quercus robur.

It is possible that

these trees were planted on various celebratory occasions" Vernon 2009:4

"The kei apple, Dovyalis caffra, is growing on the campus as a hedge around the cloistered
garden. There are stumps, and coppice growth of kei apple trees in other places on the
campus. The traces indicate that in an earlier period the kei apple was a desirable plant to
grow and subsequently became less valued." Vernon 2009: 5.
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Image 25: The Practicing School with a section of the

Image 26: The southern section of the cloistered

cloistered garden.

garden

Image 27: The hedge of Dovyalis caffra with fence.

Image 28: The Dining hall, with offices in the
foreground.

Image 29: Healdtown's foundation stone - Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p2

Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p14
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The school's foundation stone is located along the western / southern wall of the main dining
hall (Trevor and Anne Webster, 2009). The area behind the dining hall featured another
smaller agricultural garden to supplement the mission garden. There was first a lawn and
beyond it the garden (Trevor and Anne Webster, 2009). The oral histories are confirmed by
Vernon (2009:5) who stated: "It is possible that to the east of the sanctuary garden, there was
once a communal vegetable garden. The area is now overgrown and is a thicket of
indigenous and exotic plants." During the site visit, no traces of the historic drainage channels
or path (see Image xxx below) could be detected due to the prolific weed growth.

Image 30: The Men's Dining Hall with Practicing School Buildings beyond
- Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p13

Image 31: The back of the Dining Hall 2009

The building complex immediately to the west of the Dining Hall used to function as the
residence for single teaching staff members and was called the "Batch" (Dr Gqubule, 2009). It
features a pleasant courtyard, with a beautiful Bougainvillea glabra growing against a pergola
structure to its north. This, together with a large Jacaranda mimosifolia, serves to provide a
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private and intimate space within the courtyard. The remainder of the courtyard remains free
of obvious horticultural species and is largely overgrown with weeds. A large and significant
Tipuana tipu is located on the north-western corner of the "Batch" and imbues a very specific
character to this area.

Image 32: The inner courtyard of the "Batch"

Image 33: The Bougainvillea glabra and
pergola structure with Jacaranda beyond

The area in front of the dining hall presently features an unused and broken water fountain.
The paving around the fountain is also broke, with certain sections exposing dangerously
deep holes under the paving. Weed proliferate this area (see Image 35 below).

3.3.2

Values and Significance

The Dining Hall signifies a significant space in terms of Healdtown's heritage and cultural
landscape. The open area in front of the Hall, together with the fountain, presented an
important gathering place, but also the preferred position for taking school photographs (as
indicated below). The area in front of the dining hall was always paved and it used to feature
a fountain, fishpond. There used to be a fountain that emitted water (Dr Gqubule and Anne
Webster, 2009). As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, this area is presently in a very unkempt state
and is contrary to its significance.
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Image 34: Men Student-Teachers of the Training School 1955
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p24

Image 35: Pond and entrance to Dining Hall

The "Batch" and its courtyard also signifies and important aspect of Healdtown history and
should be restored to its former glory. The same can be said for the cloistered garden to the
south of the Batch and the Practicing (Primary) School Buildings.
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Image 22: “Sir W Hely-Hutchinson, K.G. Fixing Jubilee Tablet –
Source: Healdtown Jubilee 1906 Booklet, p35

Image 23: Jubilee Buildings - Source: Healdtown Jubilee 1906 Booklet, p13

Image 24: Jubilee Buildings – Back View - Source: Healdtown Jubilee 1906 Booklet, p26
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3.3.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Protect all exotic tree species to south and north of complex and develop replanting
scheme in the event of death or decay.

•

The courtyard of the Batch should be properly maintained and a planting scheme
sensitive to its context developed.

•

The original walkway, drainage channels and remnants of the original vegetable garden
should be investigated and preserved where possible;

•

The paved area in front of the Dining Hall, together with the original fountain, should be
restored and properly maintained;

•

The foundation stone should be uncovered and the landscape surrounding it should
emphasise its prominence.

•

The Kei appel hedge and boundary fence should be maintained and protected.

3.4

ZONE 4: SENIOR BOYS' DORMITORY AND DOMESTIC SCIENCE

3.4.1

Use and Description

The road traversing the school to the west used to carry oxcarts and donkey carts travelling
between farms and Fort Beaufort (Trevor Webster, 2009). The present condition of this road
belies its historic significance and begs for rehabilitation. The stone terrace walls to the
immediate east of the road were built before 1940's (Dr Gqubule, 2009). The walls are also in
a derelict condition and should be maintained to avoid further deterioration.
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The building that is located immediately opposite the road from the northern boundary of
Zone 4 used to be Charlie Stewards' trading store. The building next to it used to be an
additional dormitory (Trevor Webster, 2009). Everyone remembered buying sweets from
Charlie Stewards' trading store. The trading store provided for the Healdtown mission and
Governor, the High school, training school, practicing school and large staff. Mr Magogs ran
the shop during the 1970's (Connie Mazaleni, 2009). Woodwork classes were located in the
large building across the road from the boys' hostel. Mr Noble used to run the classes (Dr
Gqubule, 2009).

Image

36:

The

original

ox-cart

supplementary buildings to the west.

road

with

Image 37: The post office building next to the Boy's
Dormitory, with historic telephone booth in front.

The post office was erected in its present position next to the senior boy's dormitory in 1946,
after operating from Mr Stuart's shop for years (Healdtown Eagle 1946 Booklet, p11). Before
the post office was located in the south-eastern room of the senior boy's dormitory, it used to
be the place where students with bladder problems were placed - boys who wet their beds.
(Dr Gqubule 2009). The round structure between the house / shop and Post Office used to be
the telephone booth. This was the only telephone of Healdtown at one stage (Trevor Webster,
2009).

The Senior Boys' dormitory bathroom only consisted of basins and taps, but no toilets. The
boys' dormitory toilets were located on the edge of the kloof, but many students went behind
the buildings. The kloof toilet block was the only decent toilets for the boys. "But woe unto you
if you had to go before you reached them" (Dr Gqubule 2009). In the quad (square) they
mainly played various games and Physical Training was also conducted on the lawn (Dr
Gqubule 2009). At present, the area is still covered in various grass species in an overgrown
state, with shrubs and small trees along the edges of the buildings. The southern edge of the
quad used to be distinguished by a low stonewall and a row of Plectranthus sp. Today, these
indigenous shrubs are overgrown, but their purple flowers and broad leaves serve as a visual
amenity.
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Image 38: The Senior Boys' Dormitory with quad.

Image 39: The historic lights along the avenue
leading from the girls' hostel along the domestic
science building

The Domestic Science block is juxtaposed at an oblique angle from the Senior Boy's
dormitory buildings. At the extreme western corner, the sick room was located in the
triangular room (Dr Gqubule 2009). The students called building to the east of the hostel the
"Fort Hare block", as this hosted the post-matric Domestic Science (Home Craft) classrooms
and men from Fort Hare University used to visit the women students (Dr Gqubule 2009). In
the area between the two Domestic Science buildings, a number of aloe species, together
with Opuntia sp are located. The aloes continue beyond the buildings, up the embankment
and fan out onto the flat area above the buildings. A number of Jacaranda mimosifolia are
also planted in this area. The vegetation in front of the Domestic Science buildings mainly
comprise of exotic and indigenous shrubs, together with aloe species.

Image 40: Abelia grandiflora crescent with pot in

Image 41: Olea capensis in front of Food Services

centre

building.

"There are two avenues of trees leading from the main campus, like spokes from the hub of a
wheel. The first goes east to a large hostel-like building and the other running to the sewerage
maturation pods. Both avenues are unkempt and component trees are missing, thus masking
their dramatic effect." Vernon 2009: 4. The pepper tree (Schinus molle) avenue leading from
the Girls' hostel along the Domestic Science buildings played a very important role in the
connection between the girls' hostel and the school. On Sunday mornings, the school band
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would march down the avenue to fetch the girls (Dr Gqubule 2009). A number of historic poletop lights are located along this avenue and are a valuable part of the cultural landscape.

The flat area on the lower terrace south of the Domestic Science building used to be the
tennis court for white teachers. EW Grant built this tennis court in the 1940's and was promulti racial societies in theory, but not in practice. This was typified by this tennis court solely
for the use of whites in the centre of the school, with another tennis court, located across the
road, for the black members of staff (Anne Webster, 2009). The following narrative serves to
further illustrate its legacy:

"EW Grant was president of the Methodist Church and in 1948 he went
to a conference in Cape Town. He gave a beautiful speech on the multiracial society. He came back here after the conference and found some
black students playing tennis on the white tennis courts. He chased them
away and Graham Khumalo, who was one of the students, told him: what
about your speech in Cape Town? He just walked off" (Dr Gqubule
2009).

Image 42: The tennis court on the lower terrace to
the south of the Domestic Science block.

Image 43: The pepper tree (Schinus molle) avenue

Another important element intrinsic to the Healdtown cultural landscape is the extensive
Water System (as referred to in section 3.2). A number of drainage channels are located
along the avenue, but also along the boys' dormitory, carrying water from the bathrooms and
other sources to the kloof. "The drainage ditches were for water from the bathrooms" (Dr
Gqubule 2009).
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3.4.2

Values and Significance

One of the main elements with significance within this zone is the original telephone booth to
the south of the post office, primarily due to its rare nature and link to Healdtown's history.
Other elements include the quad within the boys' dormitory block with its angled stone terrace
supporting the direction of the original pathway. The additional terraces in front of the
domestic science block are also of value and should be retained and protected as far as
possible, including remnants of the original tennis courts. The Schinus mole planted along the
avenue is noteworthy for its edge and spatial definition. As in all other zones, indigenous
vegetation carries inherent value and should be retained and protected as far as possible.

Image 44: The Senior Men’s Dormitory Block (The low stone terrace and small Plectranthus sp.)
- Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p28

Image 45: The present condition of the Plectranthus sp along stone terrace.
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Image 46: The Domestic Science block foundation stone

Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p33

3.4.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Remove building rubble and construct proper paths within the area to the south of the
dormitory buildings;

•

The drainage channels, original lights and the Schinus molle planted along it serve to
spatially define this area and should be incorporated into future development plans.

•

Rehabilitate terrace walls;

•

Preserve the original telephone booth;
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3.5

ZONE 5: STAFF RESIDENCES

3.5.1

Use and Description

Staff with families lived in this residential area comprising of a number of residences,
outbuildings (garages and store rooms) and private gardens. Headmaster Caley lived in the
central staff house overlooking the school (Dr Gqubule, 2009) with Anne Webster's parents
(Mr and Mrs Cook) living immediately adjacent to him to the west. The headmasters' house
was larger and in a more prominent position.

The following quote from Vernon (2009:4) gives a clear description of the present condition of
this zone:
"A variety of trees have been planted on the campus and in the gardens
of the houses.

There is no apparent pattern for the selection of those

plants, except that some householders were keen gardeners and others
were not. Many of the plants in those gardens have either died, become
stunted through neglect or they have been heavily browsed by stock that
have wandered in from the communities surrounding the campus.
There are few traces of flower beds remaining and little indication that
any section of the gardens at the houses having been used to grow
vegetables."
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The students were never allowed to enter the staff quarters; however some boys were paid (2
shillings and six pence) to tend to the gardens. Dr Gqubule tended to Mr Caley's garden. "I
used to buy dripping (cow fat) for my Ngushu (bean porridge) with my money. The girls could
never go to this area" (Dr Gqubule 2009).

The following description from Anne Webster (2009) is of the garden of the house she grew
up in:
"The only thing still growing is the cycad. My mother had a very beautiful,
big garden. She did not teach, and we were There used to be roses, a
grapevine around the corner, and vegetable garden. We used to play in
the Lasiandra tree at the back. Growing up here was very special,
growing up in the countryside but with lots of kids. I did my first year of
schooling here and then I went to Fort Beaufort. There was a lovely
atmosphere." [A]
"There used to be two additional White Stinkwood trees in the garden
together with lemon trees and quinces. My parents used to have staff
parties here, with the staff being of mixed races." (I noted Tecoma
capensis,

Agapanthus

africanus,

other

aloe

species,

Plumbago

auriculata remnants).
"My father built model aeroplanes in the garage next to his house. My
brother took everything in the garage and shipped it to New Zealand
where he still builds model aeroplanes."

Image 47: Anne Webster's childhood home with a

Image 48: Remnants of the once-verdant garden of

proliferation of Plectranthus species.

Anne's childhood and boundary wall

The open area below the staff quarters was part of the teaching staff's residential garden. It
was called "the camp" (Anne Webster, 2009). "The goats also grazed in this area. The staff
gardens were all terraced and there were plenty of snakes in the garden" (Dr Gqubule, 2009).
At present, this area is overgrown with many Acacia sp, grass and aloe sp. A low wall defines
the boundary between “the camp” and the residential gardens. The wall is presently in a
neglected condition. Immediately south of this wall, a number of pole-stumps were
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discovered, together with concrete foundations. It could not be ascertained what these were
meant to be. A large flat terrace stands out from the surrounding landscape to the south of
this zone. None of the respondents interviewed could identify this structure, but its size and
form gives the impression of a sports field. This is supported by the following statement by Dr
Gqubule (2009): "The smaller sport fields were located between the girls' hostel and the staff
houses and rest of the school".

Image 49: The original stone terrace of Anne's

Image 50: The large, flat terrace area, possible

garden, together with indigenous trees

original sports field.

The southern boundary of the zone features a large round concrete reservoir. It is
unconfirmed, but due to its location and size, it could have been a swimming pool for the boy
students, as mentioned in the following excerpt from the Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet
(1955:32)

Image 51: Opening in the fence marking position of

Image 52: Aloe species in open field

original footpath to superintendent’s house
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Image 53: Communal residence to the east of the

Image 54: The open veld area to the east of the zone

zone

with Acacia species and pioneer grass species.

The residential area continues along the original ox-cart road. The residences next to the road
mostly face west, with gardens opening up towards the road. Each garden is terraced to
accommodate the slope. At present, like the northern residences of this zone, there is little left
of the original gardens. A number of large and significant Ficus species are located in the
gardens of the residences in the north-west corner.

Image 55: Residence in the north-west corner of the

Image 56: Original road indicating edge conditions

zone

3.5.2

Values and Significance

This area has deep-seated heritage value due to the connection it provides with numerous
people who dedicated prolonged periods of their lives to the advancement of the school. The
original gardens of the staff residences additionally represent significant trends in horticultural
practises during various eras, as many of the teachers or members of their families, were
keen gardeners. During the brief site visit, a number of valuable botanical specimens were
noted. It would be worth the effort to conduct an extensive survey of remaining specimens.
Furthermore, the area features a number of stone terrace walls and boundary wall which
should be repaired and maintained.
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Image 57: The gardens of Healdtown - Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p14

3.5.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Conduct a detailed study of the original ornamental gardens in order to ascertain the total
number, position and type of surviving species.

•

Investigate the eastern and southern section of Zone 5 in order to locate possible remains
of the original footpaths or sports fields, noting material use and construction methods.

•

Investigate the possibility of reinstating the original footpaths and incorporating them into
the larger development scheme.

•

The original boundary walls and terraces should be protected and repaired,

•

The gate to the south of the steps should be moved to a more appropriate position.
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3.6

ZONE 6: GIRLS' HOSTEL

3.6.1

Use and Description

Every building within the
Girls' Hostel block had a
different name allocated to
it and the groups of girls
living within each block /
building were associated
to this name during sport
activities of the school.
The

boys

were

also

divided into the above
group-names, but the names were never attached to the residences (Dr Gqubule, 2009). The
top storey of the main building featured Senior Block to the west, Chubb in the middle and
Aillif to the east. The bottom storey featured the matron's rooms and sickbay to the west, the
dining hall in the middle and the kitchen to the east. The bell room is located under the stairs
to the east of the main building. It was used to wake up the girls and call the girls for lunch
and dinner (Connie Mazaleni 2009). The rafter that was used to hang the bell from is still
intact.

During the 1940's, the group of schoolboys that was responsible for the maintenance of the
school roads was also responsible for the maintenance of the gardens. These boys worked
as groups in the residential gardens, but also the gardens of the girls' hostel. "In my matric
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year, I worked for the General Company, who put gravel on Healdtowns roads, and we used
to put gravel all the way up to the girls' hostel – so I did come up to the hostel even though
other boys were not allowed up there" (Dr Gqubule, 2009). This practice was however
stopped in the 1970's, as no boys were then allowed near the girls' hostel (Connie Mazaleni
2009).

The two buildings located on the terrace to the back of the main building were Hornerbrook to
the east and Watkinson to the west. The building to the far east was the "ironing place",
where the girls used to do their washing and ironing (Connie Mazaleni 2009). "We used to
sing and sing in the ironing room. There used to be stoves to heat the water along the
western wall and big tables for the ironing. We only did our own washing. The terraces to the
east of the ironing room featured the washing lines for drying the clothes" (Connie Mazaleni
2009). The smaller rooms to next to the kitchen were the "box rooms" where the girls used to
put their luggage and other personal belongings during the term (Connie Mazaleni 2009).

The extensive terrace walls around the girls' hostel features beautiful stonework. The large
terrace wall between the main block and the smaller buildings to the north indicates remnants
of drinking taps roughly in the middle of the wall (Connie Mazaleni 2009). The entire area
around the complex, especially the eastern side, features an extensive network of drainage
channels. Drainage pits are located to the south of the girls' bathroom, with some sections
exposed to create dangerously deep holes. According to Dr Gqubule (2009) the drainage
channels were built when the original buildings were erected at the turn of the century.

Image 59: Stone terrace wall to north of main building,
indicating "Hornerbrook" hostel and the "Ironing room"
beyond.
Image 58: The stone terrace wall to the north of
the main building, with remnants of drinking tap
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Image 60: The stepped concrete terrace to the south

Image

of the "Ironing Room"

pathways in garden to south of main building

61:

White

stone

mound

with

marked

Image 62: Garden to the west of main building

Image 63: Steps to bathroom with drainage channel

featuring aloe species and indigenous shrubs

network

On of the most striking aspects of the Girls' Hostel is the Schinus molle (pepper tree) avenue
leading into the grand row of Eucalyptus trees to the south of the main building. The
eucalyptus trees were planted when the first section of the main building was built in 1898.
The Eucalytus trees are located on a central terrace as part of a series of three terraces
accommodating the slope. The slope to the east of the complex has not been stabilised and
years of overgrazing and water damage has resulted in extensive erosion damage. This
needs to be addressed in order to curb further damage.

According to the Anne Webster (2009) the gardens in front of the main block were always well
tended and beautiful. There were always prolific aloes in the gardens and today a number of
Aloe species are not only growing along the slope, but are also populating the gardens closer
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to the buildings. The garden in front of the main building were solely for the use of the
matrons and were called the "Matron's Garden". The round stone heaps were already part of
the garden in the 1970's (Connie Mazaleni 2009).

Image 64: The historic wind pump to the

Image 65: The terrace gardens to the south of the

north of the girls' hostel complex

main buildings with row of Eucalyptus

A relatively new toilet block is located to the east of the main building. The original bathrooms
are located below the new toilet block closer to the main building. The original toilet block has
been demolished but the foundations are still visible to the east of the bathroom. "We never
had flushing toilets, we were using buckets and it was carted away in donkey carts" (Connie
Mazaleni 2009)."The girls originally had a bucket system for toilets, where a donkey cart went
around collecting the buckets to dispose the contents thereof in the mornings." (Anne
Webster 2009). The toilets marked the border of the girls' hostel – they were not allowed past
the toilets and the boys were not allowed beyond (Connie Mazaleni 2009).

At present, the area next to the river to the extreme south of this zone, features sewerage
ponds. According to Dr Gqubule (2009) "we used to have brickfields next to the river. The
sewerage area was close to it". The mission's expansive agricultural gardens were located
behind the mission house (governor's house), close to the river. "Agricultural fields were
located along the river below the girls' hostel and the boys used to tend to the fields" (Dr
Gqubule 2009). "They grew vegetables for the whole institution" (Anne Webster 2009).
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Image 66: Remnants of the original toilet block to the

Image 67: Sewerage works along the Tyatyora

east of the girls' hostel complex

stream

The two species of strangler fig trees Ficus burkei and F. burtt-davyii that are “strangling”
buildings should be removed. As the adventitious roots of the former, F. burkei, readily
extend to 50m from the trunk and as they are known to block drains, it should not be planted
on the campus in the future.

3.6.2

Values and Significance

The entire Girls' hostel complex are considered a highly significant element of the Healdtown
campus. Not only does it represent a significant period in the school history, but its individual
components and overall layout all contribute to a harmonious whole with definite aesthetic
value. It's history is well-illustrated in the passage below:

Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p29

Image 68: Girls Boarding department - Source: Healdtown Jubilee 1906 Booklet, p29
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Image 69: Girls Hostel from the back –
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p29

Image 70: Girls Hostel with Anne Webster, 2009
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Image 71: The Girls’ Hostel, Front View –
Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p33

Image 72: Girls Hostel with garden and original wall, 2009

The present condition of the stream belies its former glory and significance in terms of
Healdtown's history. The excerpt below indicates the crucial role the Tyatyora stream played
in the establishment of the school:
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Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p7

Image 73: Healdtown in 1867 indicating the position of the Tyatyora stream
- Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p21

Image 74: The Tyatyora Stream - Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p36
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3.6.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Extensive rehabilitation work is required to address the safety concerns regarding the
exposed drainage pits and channels

•

Develop the space between the main building and the secondary hostel buildings taking
its legacy but spatial indicators (trees & terraces) into consideration.

•

Re-establish the spatial and visual connection between this section and the main hub of
the school.

•

Address the erosion problem to the east of the complex

3.7

ZONE 7: PRIMARY SCHOOL

3.7.1

Use and Description

The building immediately adjacent to the chapel was part of the Junior Primary school and
featured the St 4 – 6 classrooms. This building used of be termed the "Jubilee Buildings", but
their former layout has been changed through years of additions. The smaller buildings to the
south of the chapel, immediately adjacent to the kloof, housed Sub A to Standard 3 (Dr
Gqubule 2009). These buildings, together with the landscape surrounding them are in a
derelict and abandoned condition. The fabric that would have established a sense of place in
this area has been degraded to such an extent that this zone does not seem part of the larger
Heladtown cultural landscape. This is however not the case, and it is imperative that the
buildings and surrounding areas be re-amalgamated into to complex.
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A water reservoir is located between the buildings originally allocated for Sub A & B, and St 1
to 3. The dilapidated boys' toilets are located to the extreme south of this area, next to the
kloof. The boys had to run from the boy's hostel to use this toilet (Dr Gqubule 2009).

Image 75: The Dovyalis caffra hedge (Zone 3) with

Image 76: The water reservoir with remnants of the

Primary School beyond

original Boys' toilets beyond

According to Dr Gqubule (2009) the entire area used to be properly lawned and featured
flowering plants in proper garden beds. There also used to be benches overlooking the kloof.
The houses to the east were teachers and staff accommodation (Dr Gqubule 2009) but
presently these structures remain uninhabited and the gardens surrounding them are
overgrown. It is surmised that these gardens would have the same horticultural significance
as that of the staff residential area in Zone 5.

Image 77: The north-western corner with palm trees

Image 78: Eucalyptus trees along Primary School

and Phytolacca sp.

Buildings

Image 79: The eastern section of zone 7 with staff

Image 80:

house, remnants of the garden and Tyatyora beyond.

palm trees and Phytolacca sp.

The north-western corner with
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3.7.2

Values and Significance

The Jubilee Buildings, together with the support buildings that eventually comprised the
Primary school, represents an integral part of the original Healdtown campus. Elements such
as the Boys' toilets and the water reservoir have a rich oral history. The remnants of the onceverdant gardens should be retained (palms, Phytolacca trees and other indigenous and exotic
shrub species).

Image 81: A View of Healdtown taken in 1906 Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p21

3.7.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Determine a suitable use for the remaining buildings within the zone and remove all
weeds and noxious plants.

•

Develop suitable and sensitive landscape design around the area to enhance its
significance.

•

Retain palm trees at the corner of the road.
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3.8

ZONE 8: ENTRANCE ZONE

3.8.1

Use and Description
The approach to Healdtown campus is
spectacular. After travelling through the
hills towards the escarpment, the road
turns a bend to present a deep river
valley and a promontory beyond. As
one comes closer, Healdtown campus
can be discerned in all its glory, the
focus being the clock tower of the
Secondary school. The main approach
towards the school travels along a
bumpy dirt road through a lane of
Eucalyptus trees. This approach is
aptly described by Vernon (2009:6):
"Having come through arid scrub where
trees

are

few

and

confined

to

watercourses, the contrast is so great
that the visitor feels urged to go immediately to the campus. The entrance road does not go
directly up a driveway so that the initial excitement is dampened by the confusion of trying to
find the correct route. This emotion turns to disappointment for although the campus is set on
the top of the escarpment where the views down to Fort Beaufort are magnificent, no attempt
has been made to incorporate those vistas into the design of the campus. The moment is lost
and the visitor is left to assess the aesthetics the quality of the campus sans its greatest
natural asset".

Image 82: The view towards Healdtown campus from the road leading up escarpment
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The area immediately to the south of the entrance road has only recently been utilised for
additional classrooms. "This area was not really part of the school when we were here. There
were no classrooms on this land. This area used to be the place where we played soccer and
cricket. We played rugby on the fields next to the river. Geography was also being taught in
this area, especially climatology" (Dr Gqubule 2009). Today, this area features remnants of
the original sports fields in the expansive lawn area, with dense edge planting to the east
along the fence. A thick cluster of Jacaranda mimosifolia trees to the west supplements the
Eucalyptus trees, originally planted along the road. A grave (unknown) is also located within
this southern section, most probably commemorated by the single Pine tree planted in its
vicinity. The ruin of a building is located immediately beyond the fenced area to the south.

Image 83: The boundary fence with dense planting

Image 84: The building ruin beyond the fence to the

and infrastructure.

south of the zone.

Image 85: The newly erected shed and primary

Image 86: The entrance route

school buildings in the northern section of the zone.

towards Healdtown campus.

3.8.2

Values and Significance

Even though this area does not feature the same amount of significant structures as the other
zones, it still represents a crucial part of the Healdtown cultural landscape. This is based on
the fact that it used to feature sports fields and other historic elements. But most importantly,
due to the fact that it has remained largely devoid of structures and dense tree planting, it
supports the clear views towards the campus from the road opposite the kloof. This is the
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most important view towards the school, focussed on the clock tower of the secondary school
buildings. The following excerpt underlines the significance of Healdtown's position:

Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p8

Image 87: A view of the Institution from Tyatyora Hill Source: Healdtown Centenary 1955 Booklet, p6

3.8.3
•

Development and Management Guidelines

Develop conservation and development guidelines to strengthen and maintain the
integrity of the zone (no additional buildings or planting to nullify view) and re-establish the
connection with the school.

•

Reposition unsightly and poorly located infrastructural elements such as power lines.

•

The entire zone would benefit from additional planting and paving of pathways. The zone
around the newly erected primary school building and shed needs urgent attention with
regards to the above guidelines..
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SECTION 4

ASSESSMENT

OF

ARCHITECTURAL

ENSEMBLES,

TYPOLOGY

AND

HERITAGE VALUE
Note: A location plan with view directions of all photographs of buildings in this section is
included on a CD and named Appendix D.i; the photographs of all aforementioned buildings
per Zone are not printed but included on the CD, and named Appendix D.ii. A plan with a
timeline of the architecture, working notes from available documentation of the architectural
sequence of the campus, as well as available historic photographs of the architecture is
provided in Annexure Diii.

4.1

SECONDARY SCHOOL AND CHAPEL

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 1)

4.1.1

Architectural ensembles and typology
The main ensemble of buildings in Zone 1 (i.e.
blocks A and B) make up the iconic view of the
‘approach’ to the facility, due to its formalist
composition of a centrally placed building and
tower, its main prospect (west side) being
towards the approach road and facing a
central garden that is embraced by two long

A

buildings like outstretched arms, so welcoming
the visitor - the Chapel (block C) is behind this

C

ensemble. However, this current iconic view
only came about around 1927 when the

B

School tower, central building and the flanks
were erected.

In the earlier years of the facility’s existence
the access road would have passed right
through the area of this main ensemble, and on the approach providing the all important view
along the slightly northwardly twisted central movement structure or ‘spine’ of the campus,
with the Practice School to the left and Chapel to the right, the view ending in the enclosure of
the Mission Manse.
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Currently the approach road ends in a T-junction, allowing visitors to turn left and directly right
into a treed space north of the main ensemble which serves as collection point, or to turn right
and directly left towards the commons in front of the Chapel as well as the gardens (south) of
the Jubilee Building and Hall block (D).

The U-shaped main ensemble follows a ‘square’ or rather ‘quad’ typology (in the form of an
open, public green space), with most main entrances being off the space that is enclosed on
three sides (north, east and south, with west being open). It is important to note the visual link
that is set up with the main road across the spectacular gorge. The Chapel behind the eastern
or closed end of the U-shape ensemble of school buildings does not at first glance relate to
the main ensemble, because it addresses a space to its south or entrance side, and is
visually linked to the hill on which the convert community lives. However, the EW axial
linkage between the Tower of the High School and the nave of the Chapel results in a strong
architectural bond that explains the links between church (religion) and school (education).

Blocks A and B were built as a High [Secondary] School with block A (the central portion
started in the 1917-27 period of governance and possibly under construction in 1927, being
classrooms with the central portion adapted for administration in 1944, and block B being a
row of classrooms. The Science Block was added in 1935 (the authors did not establish its
position but believe it to be the addition to the south-east side of the central building). The
Chapel is the oldest building in this Zone, and was built in 1862 just before the change from
an Industrial to an Educational institution in 1867.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of blocks A and B, being the central block and north wing and the
south wing respectively, of the High [Secondary] School and Admin buildings, can be
described as a civic minded, centralised U-shaped main school building with central clock
tower and two extended wings forming a quadrant or ‘quad’ on the central axis of the building.
The architecture of the central block consists of a rectangular (almost square) plastered and
painted (now guava coloured, to oral history originally white) brick structure on a plastered,
projecting plinth, with the corners of the structure having rectangular concrete engaged
columns (now white) – an interpretation of the buttresses on the older buildings like the
Training School or Eagle Building - with a upward tapering front face and with moulded
bracket capitals, and spanning between the columns, a painted concrete beam between roof
edge and windows reveals, the top of the beam having a projecting square profile spanning
the length of the roof – this structural system creates panels or bays. In this way the building
presents itself as a set of 4 bays with centrally vertically proportioned steel cottage pane
window with swivel type opening sections at the top and bottom and the whole having a very
thing projecting windowsill. This architectural language is carried on around the building, the
only added element being the arched doorway on the axis of the tower on the back or east
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side of the building (giving structural and visual connection to the Chapel), and a projecting
wing on the south-east side of the block (surmised to be the ‘Science Block’ addition). The
central building’s roof is a hipped roof with projecting triangular louvered vents on both short
sides, covered by corrugated galv sheet (gsm) metal, and the roof edge being on the beam
edge with a half-round sheet metal gutter and round down pipes. On the north and south
sides of the central block one can see the building projecting out at each side, appearing as a
protective wing.

The plastered brick tower is square on plan, and on the west side of the

building only projects slightly (a wall depth) from the main form – it has similar columns on its
two sides, also ending on the line of the roof edge – the rest of the tower is two times higher
than the main walls, ends with the same square projecting profile as the building, and has a
hierarchy of openings on its front façade, i.e. on the plastered bottom portion of the tower a
large door opening with slanted reveals and flat ogive (probably referring to the large windows
of the Chapel) with a battened hardwood door above which there is a small arched opening
with slanted reveals and hardwood ventilating louvers, and in the recessed plastered panel
with flat arch in the top part of the tower, a large opening with slanted reveals, with flat ogive
and hardwood ventilating louvers above which there is a round opening filled with a clock
face. At the front door of the tower is a set of steps rectangular on plan, which can be
approached from the front and two sides. The tower roof is a hipped roof covered by
corrugated galv sheet metal, and the roof edge being on the beam edge with a half-round
sheet metal gutter (the round down pipe is hidden from the main view by being placed on the
back (south-east corner) face.

The two projecting wings of Block A have an exactly similar architecture as that of the central
block, but only the northern wing is connected to the central block. Also, the roof of the east
side of the southern block is truncated and appears similar to the extension to the Institutional
Building’s (later) north-western addition.

The passage on the inner facades of the wings is

not covered, but defined by a low balustrade made up of a plastered and painted (now guava
colour) plinth with three steel horizontal balustrades of approx 50mm round MS sections
supported in the middle, in between regularly placed square, plastered and painted (now
white) short half-columns, with overhanging pyramidical copings.

The central axis of the U-shaped block is almost on axis with the Chapel, but offset slightly to
the south, most probably to not have the visual connection to the east but into the blank
western gable wall of the Chapel but rather to allow for better access to the Chapel entrance,
which is located on its south side, while giving the sense of the two buildings being axially
aligned.

The west, north-east and south-east side of the High School block is demarcated by a fence,
made up of a low, plastered and painted (now guava coloured) wall with plastered and
painted (now white) overhanging coping slanting to both sides, and above that two steel
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horizontal balustrades of approx 50mm round MS sections in between regularly placed
square, plastered and painted (now white) short half-columns, with overhanging pyramidical
copings. The fence on the west forms the current main entrance to the campus (between the
old gym hall and northern wing), a pedestrian entrance connecting to the passage of the north
wing (this entrance has a wrought iron gate and horizontal archway above with the school
name topped by a crest) and a symbolic opening on the central axis of the High School block.

The architectural typology of the Chapel itself can be described as a cross-shaped Christian
Basilica form but with a flat wall rather than an apse on the east – there is an addition to the
main nave on the north façade, and a small attached entrance lobby on the south façade,
both of which slightly alter the pure Basilica form.

The architecture of the Chapel consists of an orthogonal structure, roughly speaking with a
cross-shaped layout as stipulated above (ie e-w central nave and n-s cross-nave),
constructed of ashlar stone placed in broken range pattern, with joints being projecting
rectangular mortar pointing, and each nave ending in a gable end – there is a projection on
top of the western gable with a pediment and arched opening for the Chapel’s bell. The roof
is pitched, (approx 45 degrees) and in a cross-shape with steep valleys, with gsm covering,
on timber trusses with arched hammerhead beams – the roof edges stop on the outer walls,
with half-round gsm gutters over the wall edge and round rain water down pipes fixed to the
walls. The window forms and types vary around the structure: The gable end of the north
side of the cross-nave (Vestry?) has a large window – the timber frame is of vertical
proportion with flat ogive, the whole divided by mullions into three sets of panes, each set with
pointed top, the central set being widest and tallest – and the window opening is formed by
ashlar masonry of lighter colour, with coining forming the vertical sides, tapered (or vouissoir)
sections forming the arch and a slightly projecting narrow sill at the bottom.

Above this

window is a half-round opening with timber louvers, the opening formed by lighter ashlar
masonry. The north cross-nave has a small lean-too structure to its west side, with two
openings with pointed arches. There is a door on the east side of the northern cross-nave,
having a pointed arch. The east and west sides of the northern nave have two thin vertical
window frames with pointed arch, and the arched opening formed by vouissoir stonework.
The eastern side of the central nave has three similar, axially placed, windows. The southern
cross-nave has a window on the gable end that is exactly as that of the northern cross-nave,
but the east and west walls of this cross-nave have only one thin vertical window with pointed
arch each. The entrance portal is a small rectangular structure added to the south façade,
and having a doorway with pointed arch and a steeply (more than 45 degrees) roof with
elaborate timber fascia boards and a finial. There are to thin vertical windows with pointed
arches on the south façade of the western portion of the central nave.
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4.1.2

Architectural value

The whole Zone has high associational and place value, but it is concentrated at the front of
the School complex as well as at the front of the Chapel.

The Secondary School and the tower especially have high architectural value, partly due to
their singular architectural syntax but also due to its prominent position and the iconic value of
the complex as ‘signature’ of the whole campus. The main green space has retained its
historic fence and trees, but it is anonymous and lacks a human, public quality. The structure
currently has high integrity value.

The Chapel similarly has high iconic value as the religious pulse of the mission campus, but it
is architecturally also of high value – it does not have the refined design of the more civic
churches but rather typifies the pastoral chapel type – and it is in a good condition, thus with
high integrity value.

The important front garden space has lost a lot of value due to a lack of planning and/or
neglect – the loss of integrity can be regained.

4.1.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The Chapel is a significant building – it is in a reasonable condition and used – ensure its
proper conservation through analysis of the status quo, recording, appropriate
maintenance and repair. Investigate the need for services upgrade in the Chapel (lighting,
electricity etc) – historic fittings to remain and changes sympathetic and in dialogue with
the design language of the existing historic interior;

•

The Secondary School is a significant building – it is in a reasonable condition and used
– ensure its proper conservation through analysis of the status quo, recording,
appropriate maintenance and repair. Investigate the need for upgrading classrooms and
offices in the Secondary School – the buildings will allow adaptation but the principle
fabric must remain as is;

•

Develop the public quality of the space west of the tower to increase its relative
importance in the whole. Ensure that the view towards the tower is never obstructed from
the critical viewpoints (main road, access road, frontal view, as well as views from the
significant tree in the green space of the Training School;

•

Develop the public quality of the space between the central School building and the north
side of the Chapel retrieve the memory of historic hedges as edge for the central road;

•

Address parking needs in the space between the Ilanga Training School and the
Chapel/Secondary School;
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•

Investigate historic colour scheme of the Secondary School complex and paint according
to most prevalent historic colour scheme;

•

Draw up a specification for the maintenance of each building;

•

Provide information transfer re the history of the buildings in the zone in the form of a
stone block with applied information.

4.2

ZONE 2: ILANGA (TRAINING SCHOOL) AND PRACTICING SCHOOL

JUNIOR BLOCKS (LOWER PRIMARY SCHOOL)
(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii)

4.2.1

Architectural ensembles and typology
Zone 2 has a main ensemble of
buildings (blocks G. H and J) with

E

I

other buildings (blocks E, I and K, as

K

well as a small building on its northern
border) being single buildings that
however form smaller ensembles with

H

buildings in this and adjacent Zones,

G

J

each with different roles to play in the
whole.

The

main

ensemble

of

buildings

(blocks G, H and J) are situated on the northern side of historically seen the main spatial
corridor of the campus that terminates in the Mission Manse. The main ensemble is Ushaped, and follows a ‘square’ or rather a ‘quad’ typology (in the form of an open, public
green space), with most main entrances being off the space that is enclosed on three sides
(west, north and east and south being open).

Block G was built as the Training School

(1867? With additions over the years) on the west side, block H as a Dormitory for Junior
Boys (1867? With additions in 1935) as the main focus, north of the U-shaped quad and on its
central axis, and Block J being the Junior Block, known as the ‘Eagle’ building, built as
classrooms (1867?, 1885? With additions ca 1927) on the east side

The aspect of this ensemble’s spatial arrangement around the quad faces (roughly on its NS
running central axis) the paved square on the south side of the spatial corridor, around which
is formed a cluster of buildings (block D, ie the cluster consisting of the, the 1855 Institution
Building, the 1906 Jubilee building and all the accretions and enlargements - of around 1935 that bind them together). It is important to note that the covered corridor on the west façade
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of the ‘Eagle’ building links the senior Boys dormitory space to the centre of this paved square
as well, and that this same visual connection is made from the central steps of the junior Boys
dormitory. The tower of the ‘Eagle’ Building is the termination of the visual axis along the path
from the Girls dormitories, and is also a reference point from the open green space behind the
central admin block (with main tower).

The other smaller ensembles in Zone 2 are the following: Firstly, the newly renovated Hall
(block E), being the former Gymnasium of ca 1944 that was the only Gymnasium for the
education of African teachers at the time. This hall interacts with the west side of the Training
School (block G) laying to its east in Zone 2, as well as the northern façade of the northern
administrative building (block A), laying to its south in Zone 1, to form a place of arrival (The
view down the historic spine of the campus is not visible from this space). The second
smaller ensemble is made up by the Shop (block K – historically the Chaplain’s house) and
the southern façade of the sick-room of the Senior Boys’ dormitory complex (block L), these
forming a threshold or portal from the public space in front of the post–office next to the sickroom, as entrance to the open space of the senior Boys’ dormitory, as well as a nodal and
structural connection to the walkway down to ‘Eagle’ building and the open space of that
ensemble.

Recently a new Ablution building (Block I) has been built on the north-western side of the
junior Boys’ dormitory – this building does not create any linkage or space relative to other
buildings, not even picking up on the pedestrian walkway on the western side of the Training
School.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the renovated Hall, being the old Gymnasium, (Block E) can be
described as a hall type of primary form with saddle roof and gable ends. The architecture of
the Hall is an orthogonal, plastered and painted (now white) brick structure with buttresses on
the long south and north walls, these being made up of two tiers, the top being shallower and
both sections ending in a sloped coping – this is similar to that of the south section of the
Junior Block and the Eagle building.

The roof is a hipped roof with gsm cover, the roof

ending on the wall edge and having a half-round gsm gutter.

Windows are horizontally

proportioned steel framed cottage pane windows, a row regularly spaced on the upper portion
of the south and north walls and one centrally placed on the east wall, with some smaller
vertically proportioned windows on the lower portion of the eastern wall. Large doors are
centrally placed on the south façade and east façade.

The architectural typology of the G Training School can be described as a hipped roof
perimeter block made up of primary rectangular forms but presenting two projecting wings
with gable ends on the north and the south sides. The architecture of the Training School
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consists of orthogonal plastered and painted (now white) brick walls on a plastered brick
plinth, the west, north and south walls having buttresses with two tiers, the top being
shallower and both sections ending in a sloped coping – this is similar to that of the south
section of the Eagle building.

The roofs are steeply sloped saddle roofs meeting in valleys,

with roof edge being on the wall surface and with half-round gutters. The gable ends have
timber fascia boards and finials. The windows are currently vertically proportioned steel
framed cottage paned types, but it is clear from cracks in the plasterwork that these had
recessed ogive panels above, similar to other windows on the campus. In fact, a few of the
originals remain in the southern façade facing the Chapel (Also see historic photographs
taken from where the Jubilee building was built). The western façade, which must have been
the main façade facing the approach way from the west, has received a portico with face-brick
columns and flat concrete roof (appears to be 1950/60), and the triangular-and-stepped
pediment over the entrance is of similar age and probably displaced an older pediment or
gable end.

The architectural typology of the H Dormitory for Junior Boys can be described as a
symmetrically designed, U-shaped, 2-storeyed primary form with gable-ends and enclosed
veranda. The architecture of the Dormitory consists of plastered and painted brick masonry
on a stone plinth. The windows on the outsides of the U’s wings and on the outside of the
back of the U-shape are pairs of vertically proportioned steel casements with cottage panes
below and pairs of slightly narrower timber framed sash windows on the upper floor. The
inner long façade of the U-shape has very tall steel cottage pane windows grouped in pairs on
the lower floor and vertically proportioned steel cottage pane windows grouped in pairs, on
the upper floor. The windows on the two identical gable ends of the wings are pairs of
identical steel framed cottage paned windows with centrally positioned horizontal pivot
window, and in the gable end a small rectangular, timber framed louvered ventilator with
triangular top section. The roof is a hipped roof of timber trusses with 45 degree pitch,
currently without a roof covering (but what was undoubtedly gsm roof sheeting), and having
half-round gsm gutters and round down pipes. The gable ends show timber fascia boards
and finial. The area inside the wings of the U-shape, on the long portion of the building, has a
two-tiered veranda on a stone plinth, with the bottom veranda formed by

two rows of

plastered and painted (now white) columns with plinth and flat square capital, the outer row
having a low plastered brick balustrade wall between the columns (The columns are similar to
those on the bell tower of the Eagle building as well as on the additions to the Institutional
Building) – the top tier of the veranda is formed by plastered brick balustrade walls with
embossed rectangular blocks on the surface, and the upper portion being large steel cottage
pained windows between small wall sections on the balustrade wall, articulated as pilasters.
The bottom veranda had a large timber staircase on the central axis going to the first floor,
and the top veranda was covered by a nearly flat (probably gsm) roof with half-round gsm
gutters on the roof edge. The veranda is believed to be a 1937 addition to the Dormitory.
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The architectural typology of the Ablution (Block I) is a pragmatically conceived, typical linear
ablution found in any institutional environment. The architecture of the Ablution consists of a
long, rectangular plastered and painted (Now guava coloured with white above window
soffits) structure with small horizontally proportioned steel framed swivel type sections with
cottage panes. The roof is a gsm almost flat mono-pitch roof with timber fascia boards.

The architectural typology of the ‘Eagle’ Building (Block J) can be described as a linear
classroom type building. Its is a long, rectangular, plastered and painted (currently guava up
to the window soffits followed by white) brick structure with gsm saddle roof of 45 degree
pitch, with gable on each end, the whole seemingly symmetrical around a central e-w line
perpendicular to the long side, but clearly put together as two parts, the southern part being
older with regularly placed vertically proportioned steel cottage paned central pivot swivel
windows and having a pointed ogive recess above, the northern part being newer (ca 1927),
with similar windows but having horizontal soffits on the springing line of the recessed ogive
panel above the southern portion’s windows. The western façade of the building has
buttresses with two tiers, the top being shallower and both sections ending in a sloped coping.
There is a bell tower on the central e-w axis, this being square on plan and made up of two
tiers each having 4 plastered and painted (now white) columns with plinth and flat square
capital, and with a flat arch between columns on each side – a tapering plastered and painted
connector joins the two tiers of the bell tower. The tower is topped by a dome with square
plan, made of flat gsm, topped by a (metal?) eagle finished with gold paint. The passage on
the western façade of the block is not covered, but defined by a low balustrade made up of a
plastered and painted (now avocado) plinth with three steel horizontal balustrades of approx
50mm round MS sections supported in the middle, in between regularly placed square,
plastered and painted (now white) short half-columns, with overhanging pyramidical copings
(Exactly like the High School and Admin buildings (namely Blocks A and B; these balustrades
must be of the same era, ie 1927).

The back of the building has similar detail, but the

buttresses are used.

The architectural typology of the Shop or Chaplain’s House (Block K) is a simple longitudinal
building, much like a barracks. The architecture of the Shop consists of a simple, rectangular
plastered and painted (now cream) brick structure on a plastered plinth, the whole having a
stoep with rectangular columns on the east side with a room on either side.

The roof is a

gsm saddle roof with plastered brick gable ends, and having app. 300 overhanging roof eaves
with timber fascia behind a half-round gutter, and with round gsm rainwater pipes.

The

windows on the west are horizontally proportioned steel casement windows with horizontal
mullions, those on the east top hung casements, both very indicative of the 1930’s type.
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4.2.2

Heritage value

The green square of Zone 2 is the spiritual and spatial focal point of the Academic campus as
a whole.

The Zone has high associational value as a whole, but it is concentrated in the

landscape syntax of the green space in front of the ‘Eagle’ building, the building facades
around the space and their axial relationships, the all important ‘Eagle’ tower which
symbolises the purpose of Healdtown, as well as the visual and structural axis connecting the
senior Boys’ dorm space in Zone 4 to the square in front of the Boys Dining Hall in Zone 3.
The small space just south of the Post-office acts as a historic remnant of a community node
of a bygone era, and should be emphasised to regain its importance. The petrol pump to the
north of the ‘chaplains' house dates from the 1910's and should be retained and conserved.

The recently renovated Gymnasium Hall played an important role in the history of African
education in the country – from 1944 it was visually connected to the playing fields to the SW
below, and also played an important part of the experience of arrival at the campus – while
the Hall has been refurbished, its history is denied and the spatial and public quality of this
place has been diminished and should be regained.

The space behind the junior Boys dormitory diminishes the quality of the whole, especially the
new ablution bloc and underutilised space to its north.

4.2.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The Training School is a significant building – it is in a reasonable condition – ensure its
proper conservation through analysis of the status quo, appropriate maintenance and
repair. The portico on the west side is an incongruous addition but should remain as a
layer of history; Investigate the need for upgrading the classrooms and offices – the
buildings will allow adaptation but the principle fabric must remain as is;

•

The Junior Boys’ dormitory is a significant building – it is dilapidated and without a roof
cover – investigate all damage – investigate materials and construction and include in
specification - ensure its proper conservation through reconstruction and repair.
Investigate the need for upgrading classrooms and offices in the Secondary School – the
buildings will allow adaptation but the principle fabric must remain as is;

•

The ‘Eagle’ building is a significant building – it is in a reasonable condition – ensure its
proper conservation through maintenance and repair. Investigate the need for services
upgrade;

•

The square is a very important green space - develop the public quality of the public
green space through reference to the historic elements, plant and use - retrieve the
memory of historic hedges as edge for the central road. Ensure visual connection with
the Dining Hall square.

•

Draw up a specification for the maintenance of each building;
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•

Provide information transfer re the history of the buildings in the zone.

•

Screen the ablution block through judicious planting of hedgerows – use the open space
to the north for functions that sustain the campus.

•

Remove unsightly fence at entrance next to hall and replace with suitable alternative;

•

Remove derelict reservoir to the north of Junior Block but retain a memory of its position;

•

Develop the public quality of the space south of the Post-office - preserve and protect the
telephone kiosk as well as the fuel pump.

4.3

ZONE 3: DINING HALL, "BATCH" AND PRACTICING SCHOOL

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 3)

4.3.1

Architectural ensembles and typology
Together with the 1862 Chapel,
Zone 3 represents the historic core
of Healdtown.

D

Zone 3 is occupied with a large
building (block D) - that historically
had separate buildings forming a
linear EW ensemble of rectangular
single storey buildings within the
Zone, but not currently due to
spaces

between

some

of

the

buildings having been filled in to
create the large block – as well as a
staff house and motor garage.

The whole of block D is still known as the Jubilee building today, but the 1906 Jubilee building
(adjacent to the Chapel) is only one component of block D, and situated on the westernmost
side (The 1906 Jubilee Building – or Practice School – is the building immediately adjacent to
the chapel. It was part of the Junior Primary school and featured the St 4 – 6 classrooms,
and was built on the original gabled and thatched practice school with classroom, governor’s
and boys’ residence).

The easternmost side of block D contains within it the Institution

Building, which was a combined trade school, hall (dormitory and hall) and governor’s
residence, that was erected as the first building at the start of the Healdtown campus in 1855
– the fact that this report has identified that this building is extant with its remains ensconced
and visible in the larger building, is remarkable, since the oral history did not retain this
memory.

In 1935 the 1855 Institution Building was enlarged with a kitchen (east of the
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square), a bakery (west of the square), a Printing room on the north-west wing, an
enlargement to the Boys dining hall (south side) to seat 600, and added accommodation for
the governor’s house on the north-east wing – the ‘Batch’ [bachelor], being the local term for
the accommodation for single teachers, was built as infill between the Jubilee Building and
the Institution Building.

The Institution Building (inside block D) – like the old Practice School, next to which it was
built, and also the Chapel - was located on a slope to command the view to the river (ie to the
south) and the hill beyond (where the Fingo converts settled). It was however not entered
from the valley side like the others - the building was designed in a U-shape with its open side
spatially attached to and entered from the central movement spine of the campus that ended
in the Mission Manse – this arrangement was kept with the 1935 enlargements and additions,
and the view over the valley was used to great effect for the enlarged Hall.

The original

thatched Practice School had a central gable on the south side donating entrance – likewise
with the H-shaped Jubilee building that replaced it, whose entrance was emphasised as a
central portico facing the river.

The house is located south-east of block D, and its aspect is towards the road that services
the Chapel and Practice School (later Jubilee building) – based on the timber window details
and the lack of gable end it appears to have been built in the early years of the 20th Century
(possibly just after the Jubilee building of 1906).

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the original Jubilee building can be described as an e-w aligned
H-shaped institutional building, made up of basic orthogonal forms with saddle roofs, crossed
by a central n-s spine, this spine having an orthogonal form with saddle roof attached at right
angle to the spine on the north side, and forming a portico on the south side (currently not
extant but replaced by a roofed section built in between the two gable ends).

As stated above the Jubilee building is currently attached to the Institutional Building by
means of a later addition. The architecture of the Jubilee Building consists of plastered and
painted (currently cream, but having been a darker colour originally) brick walls, only the
northern wall of the transversely attached portion having 2 stepped buttresses. The saddle
roofs have a pitch of 45 degrees and covered with gsm sheeting – these roofs meet each
other in steep valleys – and have gable ends on the projecting legs of the H-form, the gables
having timber fascia boards with bracing in the apex. The windows are vertically proportioned
timber framed cottage paned windows with top hung casements, except for the northern
portion having pointed, ogived recesses.
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The architectural typology of the original Institutional building was an e-w aligned H-shaped
building of basic orthogonal forms with steeply pitched saddle roofs and tall chimneys, and
with an elevated portion on the east side being the residential section – this is a house with
saddle roof built on columns, and having an enclosed, timber framed stoep on the east side.
This building form underwent some changes, and was subsumed in a larger conglomerate
erected in 1935, but the basic components of the original are all extant albeit in a very
dilapidated condition and with exposed roof trusses seriously damaged and weathered.

The architectural typology of the conglomerated building (consisting of the Jubilee,
Institutional building and additions and infill can be described as the original buildings
described above, with the following additions added in 1935:

Firstly, an inner layer of functions (printing room, kitchens and bakery on the wings,
enlargement of hall on the cross-section of the H), was added to the northern half of the
original H-shaped Institutional building - The architecture of the infill consists of a series of
concavo-convex [hereafter the colloquial ‘hol-bol’] gable with prominent mouldings and round
central windows (the same as in the Post Office, Sr Boys dorms) and chimneys on the line of
the original outer walls around the courtyard, with the original roof continuing over the new
sections onto a new plastered and painted (now cream) brick wall - that was originally scored
to appear as large stone blocks but now plastered smoothly - and having a large ‘hol-bol’
gable with prominent mouldings and round central window on the central axis of the building.
Vertically proportioned timber framed double casement windows with cottage panes and
doors were placed intermittently, but with a large double door on the central axis. The square
formed by the arms of the H on the north side was paved and a round fish pond with a
fountain was added. The axial relationship between large gable, entrance door and fountain,
together with the tall chimneys, made this an imposing space.

Secondly, in 1935 the large hall was even further enlarged to the south, filling in and
projecting beyond the space between the two projecting arms of the original H-shape – this
wall is made up of a series of bays formed by projecting brick columns that appear as pairs of
pilasters, and with every second bay having a horizontally proportioned timber framed window
with 3 sections, having with cottage paned casement windows and toplights.

Thirdly, new residential components were added between the Jubilee and Institution
Buildings, following the architecture of the above described additions, and having a private,
colonnaded courtyard on the south side – the columns are the same as those used in the
Junior Boys Dormitory, Eagle Building and Senior Boys Dormitory, showing that all these
additions follow closely on each other. Another residential component (for the Chaplain) in the
shape of a house was attached to the north-east arm of the H-shape, and a coldroom to the
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north-western arm – the truncated hipped roof of this room was later copied in the southern
wing of the Secondary School adjacent to the chapel.

4.3.2

Heritage value

The large building complex in this Zone signifies the historic beginnings of the campus
through the retention of its first building within its 1935 outer envelope, a rich cultural core by
containing the Hall with its cultural life and rich heritage, the paved square for gatherings and
the Bachelors’ quarters, as well as an educational core by containing the 2nd Practice School,
ie the 1906 Jubilee Building.

In the beginning of the campus the Chapel, Practice School

and Institutional Building and Mission Manse made up the totality of the campus.

The architectural value of the complex is extremely high, partly because of the remnants of
important buildings included in the totality, partly because of the expression of architectural
styles evolving on the campus, partly because of the architectural quality of each component,
but also due to the harmonious whole that was achieved in stitching the parts together. The
architectural envelope that the Boys Dining Hall complex received in 1935, with its ‘hol-bol’
gable with prominent mouldings and round central window (also found in the Post Office,
Institutional Building and Senior Boys Dormitories) echoing that of Baker’s attempts at
creating and ‘appropriate’ South African Empire architecture for institutional and in his
domestic architecture, signifies an attempt at increasing the quality and status of the whole
campus architecture, a direction that was to be thwarted through the demise of the campus
after the African educational world was overturned in the Nationalist take-over in 1948.
The staff house has medium architectural value as a unit, but has value as part of a total
series of housing built on the campus and its prominent position at the end of the historic lane
passing the other important buildings along the way.

4.3.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The Dining Hall complex, inclusive of the Governors residence, ‘Batch’ and the Jubilee
Building in its outline, is in a derelict state with a large loss of fabric – However, its high
significance in terms of historical as well as architectural, scientific and associational
value, demands that this building be restored for compatible re-use. Research, careful
recording and documentation of the remains are required, study of the structural and
material damage to be undertaken and a relevant specification of works be prepared there are enough remains to allow for rehabilitation with retention of integrity and
authenticity.

Refurbishment of this centre will require sensitive handling of modern

reticulation, fittings and infrastructure relative to historic fabric and sense of place.

•

The paved area in front of the Dining Hall, together with the original fountain, should be
restored and properly maintained; The visual connection to the junior and senior Boys
dormitories should be maintained;
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•

The 1955 Jubilee Building foundation stone should be uncovered and the landscape
surrounding it should emphasise its prominence.

•

Draw up a specification for the maintenance of the building;

•

Provide information transfer re the history of the buildings in the zone

4.4

ZONE 4: SENIOR BOYS' DORMITORY AND DOMESTIC SCIENCE

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 4)

4.4.1

Architectural ensembles and typology

K

L

M

The ensemble of buildings of Zone 4 is located to the north of the Training and follows a
almost Z-shaped pattern across and along the contours of the slope – the ensemble can be
described as having two components, the first section on the west side being mainly a Ushaped linear, colonnaded dormitory building (of 1937) with rooms and ablutions with basins
only (toilets were far away beyond the Primary School) around an open green space having
an upper and lower level defined by a retaining wall and shrubs, with the open side of the U
facing the Training Institution and with the eastern flank of the U being splayed outwards with
an obtuse angle towards the east, but the section of the ensemble also having a building
added at right angles to the point of the western flank in 1946, this building being the Post
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Office with a telephone booth outside (still extant]. The second section of the ensemble
consists of two linear buildings, one building being contemporaneous with the 1937
dormitories and almost connected to the eastern flank of the U at an acute angle, containing
another sick ward (sanatorium) and classrooms for Girls (the Home crafts section being called
"Fort Hare block"), and the other building being the oldest building of the ensemble, namely
the Domestic Science building of 1930-43, but both stretching along the north edge of and
facing the EW path towards the Girls dormitory and classes.

The buildings across the road to the west fall outside the limits of this project, but they are
historically significant, and as an ensemble of commercial and institutional buildings they
should be conserved through compatible re-use. They include a [Charlie Stewards'] trading
store, an additional dormitory and a large building for woodwork classes).

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the Senior Boys Dormitory can be described as a barracks type
building, having a meandering form and stepping down a gradient. The architecture of the
block consists of long, orthogonal plastered (scored to look like stonework) and painted brick
structures, with saddle roofs with gradient of approx 30 degrees having gsm roof sheets (now
gone), and only having a saddle roof at the south-east corner where it connects to the girls
classrooms – a lean-to colonnaded veranda is attached to the inner side of the U-shape,
made of timber beams and gsm roof (now gone) resting on a support beam spanning
between regularly spaced square concrete columns (apart from the fluting the same as used
in the ‘Batch’ addition of the Institutional Building and bell tower of the Eagle building) forming
a colonnaded space around the open space. The northern flank of the block has a large ‘holbol’ gable with prominent mouldings and round central window situated on its central axis,
exactly like that of the additions to the Institutional Building and the Post Office. The windows
are tall, vertically proportioned timber framed sash windows with cottage panes, their soffits
approx 1m above that of the timber framed doors – on the whole doors and windows alternate
on the façade, making a repetitive pattern.

The architectural typology of the Post Office can be described as a centralised, institutional
and urban type, having a rectangular form, hipped roof and centralised gable.
The architecture of the Post Office consists of an orthogonal, rectangular plastered (scored to
look like stonework) and painted brick structure, with hipped roof with gradient of approx 30
degrees having gsm roof sheets (now gone). There is a tall door above a flight of steps on
the central axis and below the gable, and with 4 regularly spaced tall timber framed sash
windows with single panes.

The architectural typology of the Home Craft and Domestic Science blocks can be described
as schoolroom type buildings, having a linear form. The architecture of the girls’ blocks
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consists of a long, orthogonal plastered and painted brick structures on a plinth and with steps
to doors, with roofs being hipped roofs with gradient of approx 30 degrees and (most
probably) having gsm roof sheets (now gone). The windows are tall vertically proportioned
timber framed sash windows with cottage panes, their soffits approx 1m above that of the
timber framed doors – on the whole doors and windows are placed in a random pattern. Both
door and window openings are plastered with a prominent architrave and coining on the
sides.

4.4.2

Heritage value

The Zone has a high associational value and is connected with the memories of many notable
personages. Although the senior Boys dormitory is not high architecture, its dormitory quality
has been softened through the use of the colonnaded stoep, through achieving human scale
through terracing of the green space and, through its sinuous form, the judicious making of
enclosed space that is private while being visually linked to the two main public spaces of the
campus.

Similarly for the Girls section of the ensemble, the humble Home Craft and

Domestic Science buildings become human and public by making a memorable structural
connection with the Girls dormitories.
The Post-office component, that together with the telephone booth (historically the campus’s
only phone connection with the world outside), the petrol pump and shop created a public
connection with the row of shops and workshops across the street as well as the farming folk
of the rural area around it, is not of great architectural significance but provides a rare link to
Healdtown's history.

4.4.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The dilapidated senior Boys dormitories should be conserved for re-use through proper
recording and documentation, study of its design and construction, analysis of all
structural and material damage, construction and drawing up of a suitable specification,
followed by appropriate repair and refitment with required services – the ablution block
has high heritage value – new ablutions must be added to the west and east of the
dormitories with a connection to be reachable from the covered walkways – care must be
taken to integrate these into the context of the allocated spaces.

•

The Sick room and Home Craft building and Science buildings should be conserved for
re-use through proper recording and documentation, study of its design and construction,
followed by appropriate repair and refitment with required services.

•

Draw up a specification for the maintenance of each building;

•

Provide information transfer re the history of the buildings in the zone

•

The quad of the dormitory and the tree lined lane along the Girls classrooms should be
rehabilitated with due cognisance of its historical condition.

•

The buildings on the old main road are historically a part of the history of Healdtown and
the campus – development plans must recognise their potential to regenerate the area.
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•

Terrace walls should be rehabilitated.

•

The area where the telephone booth is situated must be rehabilitated to be a public space
(together with the petrol pump and shop on the south side of that space) and the
telephone boot conserved through repair.

4.5

ZONE 5: STAFF RESIDENCES

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 5)

4.5.1

Architectural ensembles and typology

3
2

4
5

7

1
6

The ensemble of buildings in Zone 5 consists of a series of seven single storey houses
arranged in a V-pattern on the southern slope above the School, numbers 1 to 3 on the
western side stepping up the contours, and numbers 4-6 in a EW row being on the same
contour, and number 7 on the east stepping up from the last house in the row of numbers 4-6.
The aspect of every house faces the valley, but the effect of the two arms of the V is that all
houses look down on a portion of open space (called ‘the camp’) – this formation around a
commons gives a sense of it belonging to all – and in it was a constructed flat portion of land
projecting just north of the Domestic Science building in Zone 4 which from oral history, was
most probably a small sports field.

A large fenced in water reservoir is situated to the extreme east of the Zone, on the boundary
of the campus.
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The ensemble of residences, outbuildings (garages and store rooms) and private gardens
were built for the teachers and Principal of the School. From the oral history we know that
house 5, slightly more elaborate than houses 1-4, was the Principal’s house and that house 4
is called ‘Langley house’, referring to Mrs Anne Webster (nee Langley). From the readings of
accounts of the campus evolution, as well as from the details and form of the houses, it is
surmised that the houses 1-5 are from the era 1885-9, and that the longer house 6 and its
smaller companion 7 date from the expansion of 1907.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the pre-1900 series of houses can be described as basic
orthogonal shapes formed into U, linear or centralised shapes, with linear shapes having
saddle roofs and centralised shapes having hipped roofs. The architecture of these houses
consist of a vocabulary of plinths, steps, plastered and painted walls punctured by window
openings, gable ends, vertically proportioned timber framed sash windows, timber framed
doors, and stoeps between the arms of the U-shape or stoeps and lean-to rooms or attached
to the linear or centralised shapes.

The architectural typology of the post-1900 houses can be described as basic orthogonal
shapes with hipped roofs with gsm sheeting. Their architecture consists of plastered and
painted walls punctured by window openings, horizontally proportioned steel framed
casement windows and lean to stoeps. The larger house is a symmetrical, semi-detached
house.

4.5.2

Heritage value

The architecture and their landscape setting are significant in a historic and social sense, and
the older houses have definite architectural significance in terms of historic type value. The
houses have lost integrity due to a loss of fabric, but the heritage value is salvageable. The
Headmaster’s house has a high ranking in this group.

Development and management guidelines
•

Record, document and study the construction and detail of the houses, garages and
boundary walls, as well as other structures and elements (eg channels, paths). This
study must be informed by oral history reports.

•

Re-use of structures is advised – Reconstruction and repair is required.

•

The greater area must be developed for habitation, in a way that is sensitive to the
historic condition. The separation of the top houses from the school is important, so if
additional staff accommodation is required should rather be built on the west side of the
zone, as infill between the other houses facing the main road.
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4.6

ZONE 6: GIRLS' HOSTEL

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 6)

4.6.1

Architectural ensembles and typology

The ensemble of buildings in
Zone 6 is formed by two
linear, parallel, EW aligned
rows of block-like buildings,
the space between the rows
being open on the two short
N

sides, on large terraces along
P

the contours of the southward

T

Q
R
S

slope, and with two smaller
buildings just below each row
on

the

eastern

side.

Historically each row’s aspect
was towards the valley in the
south, with each south façade
edging onto a garden and then a road on its lower or southern side – the tree lined road of the
bottom row of buildings is currently in disuse. The two terraces extend into the landscape to
the east, almost as if more construction was anticipated?

The ensemble is marked by

buildings from various time periods in the evolution of the campus, but nevertheless show a
remarkable coherence due to their similarities in terms of form, bulk and relationship to
landscape and movement systems.
The ensemble housed the following functions, ie the Matron’s quarters, sick room, girls
dormitories, staff quarters, dining hall, kitchen, common rooms, a prayer room, a laundry and
ablution blocks.

In the ensemble of two parallel rows of adjacent buildings, the bottom row of buildings
consists of an ablution bloc and a composite dormitory complex of two conjoined buildings,
the west being the ‘Senior Block’ of 1898 – the oldest building in the Girls side of the campus
and housing the dormitories above and the Matron’s quarters and Sick room below – and the
block added onto the east side of the first, consisting of Chubb and Aillif hostels (1907-17?)
which are actually one building, with dormitories above and the dining hall (west side) and
kitchen (east side) below.

The top row of buildings consists of separate buildings, with from the west being Watkinson
hostel (1917-21?), then Hornerbrook hostel (1937?) and then the Washing/ironing house
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(1917-21?) to the east, with the original ablutions being where the ‘new’ ablutions are located
just to the south of the Washing/ironing house.

Below the ensemble of two rows of buildings there is a terraced section with the remains of
the sewerage works, and to the south east is the remains of a large flat portion of ground that
from oral history is known to be the ‘brickfields’.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the hostels can be described as barracks or dormitory building
types.

The architecture of the attached components ie Senior Block hostel (with Matron’s

room and Sick Room),

Chubb Hostel (with Dining Hall) and Aillif hostel (with Kitchen)

consists of a large, double storied orthogonal plastered and painted brick structure on a stone
plinth (except Ailiff having plastered brick), with hipped roof of approx 30 degree pitch and
gsm roof cover (currently not extant), having regularly spaced tall, vertically proportioned
timber framed sash windows with cottage panes on both levels, and with timber framed doors
with toplights on the ground level. All window and door openings are framed by rectangular
mortar mouldings and the two storeys are separated by a similar horizontal moulding – on the
front (south) side the whole complex has a large entrance being a doorway with a timber
framed door with the sidelights and the arched toplight having cottage panes, this doorway
topped by a small projecting gsm roof on decorative timber brackets. The back of the block
has large stairways in brickwork attached to the main form. The building’s interior is in a
dilapidated condition.

The architecture of the Hornerbrook and Watkinson hostels is similar to the main complex, but
the hipped roofs are of 45 degree pitch, and at Watkinson the striking feature of the hostel are
the flank walls with beautifully curved tops placed on either side of the south (main) façade,
so bracketing a veranda of square brick columns, in itself forming a upper level open stoep
with timber flooring.

Both these buildings have no roof cover, some truss work is missing,

floors are in a bad condition and some have caved in.

The architecture of the Washhouse consists of a basic, orthogonal plastered and painted
structure, but its striking feature is the saddle roof (currently without most of its gsm sheets)
with large ventilator ridge with slatted timber louvers, as well as the large ‘hol-bol’ gable ends.

4.6.2

Heritage value

The architecture of the Girls' hostel complex (with its surrounding gardens) is highly
significant in terms of historic, architectural and social value. The buildings have lost integrity
but salvage of heritage value is possible.
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4.6.3
•

Development and management guidelines

Careful consideration must be given to the problem of conservation and re-use of this
complex – the buildings are of great historical and architectural value. However, while
they are as dilapidated as the Boys dormitories, the difficult site, services and double
storey construction will make their reconstruction and repair that much more expensive
and difficult. The complex is also much removed from the core of the campus. It is
hoped that, in the fullness of time, the refurbished school will be so successful that this
may also be restored. In that case the dormitories, washroom and toilet blocks should be
conserved for re-use through study of its design and construction followed by appropriate
repair and refitment with required services. In the mean time the buildings and services
must be properly recorded, and the buildings stabilised to prevent further loss of material
– components should be locked away for later re-use, and the area secured to prevent
theft and also injury.

•

Provide information transfer re the history of the buildings in the zone

4.7

ZONE 7: PRIMARY SCHOOL

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 7)

4.7.1

Architectural ensembles and typology
The buildings in Zone 7 are
loosely

assembled

in

two

groups:

the buildings of the

most northern group, built in the
period of governance of 190717, are arranged in a linear
fashion along a dirt road leading
to the agricultural gardens and
further down to the valley. The
largest in this group, the Primary School that housed Sub A to Standard 3 pupils, is turned
slightly to the South-east to allow for a view into the Primary School ‘playfield’ [?] or green
space and the river beyond; this building is followed by a structure for the water pump, and
this followed by three staff houses, all addressing the road in their frontage.
The buildings of the southern group, being two [senior and junior] Boys ablution blocks dating
from 1944, are further down the slope on the boundary of the campus just before the land
drops steeply.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
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The Primary School, water pump house and Boys Ablutions are too dilapidated to comment
on their architecture.

The architectural typology of the pre-1900 central house across from the Chapel, with some
of its walls still extant, can be described as a basic orthogonal shape formed into a U-shape.
The architecture of the house consist of a vocabulary of plinths, steps, plastered and painted
walls punctured by window openings, gable ends, vertically proportioned timber framed sash
windows, timber framed doors, and a stoep between the arms of the U.

The eastern house was not photographed – from memory it was in a reasonable condition.

4.7.2

Heritage value

These buildings, as support buildings of the Primary School, contain a rich part of the history
of the campus. In terms of the Primary School, ablution blocks and the western houses, the
loss of integrity is so severe that reconstruction for compatible re-use is not advised – only
stabilisation and commemoration is advised.

4.7.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The Primary school is in a ruined state and it is not feasible to rebuild it. Stabilise what is
left, memorialise its historic function and develop as a usable element. The ablution
blocks require the same solution.

•

The central houses are also in a ruinous state, Stabilise and keep walls, but memorialise
and develop as a usable element.

•

Stabilise the pump house structure and establish its value for functional use.

•

The eastern house is suitable for conservation through re-use.

•

More housing could be added to the east of this zone if required – infill and sensitive
relationship to the site and larger area is required.

•

Build on the heritage of this area ie as verdant green space and develop this area as a
recreational and functional horticultural landscape.
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4.8

ZONE 8: ENTRANCE ZONE

(Also see location plan in Appendix Di and photos in Dii Zone 8)

4.8.1

Architectural ensembles and typology
The Zone used to be the campus’s playing
fields for cricket and soccer, and rugby was
played closer to the river – these facilities
are not extant today as the area is used as
fenced in agricultural land.

The buildings

that are currently on the site are all
contemporary structures: The on the upper
or east side is a recently built, single storey
row of 3 connected classrooms to augment
the Primary School’s needs. There is a new
farm shed built to its south, and a
contemporary

unrecorded

building

is

situated to the west of the school. There is
a single grave on the lower SW side of the
site. Power lines cross the site. The ensemble follows no recognisable typology.

Description of extant architecture (For images refer to App D)
The architectural typology of the primary school building can be described as the rudimentary,
rural classroom with saddle roof. The architecture consists of 3 connected, stepped, painted,
rectangular brick structures with gable ends on the two short sides, with each structure having
two sets of vertically proportioned, rectangular windows at regular intervals, and each roof
being a saddle type roof covered by galv sheet metal and with galv sheet metal gutters, and
the roof overhanging the gable ends.

The architectural typology of the shed can be described as the rudimentary metal farm shed –
the architecture consists of a steel framed structure covered with corrugated sheet metal on
the gable ends and west side, and with a face brick wall partly closing up the east side. The
roof is a hipped roof covered by galv sheet metal.

The third building on the site was not recorded.
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4.8.2

Heritage value

The current buildings have no obvious heritage value, but the larger site has. While there are
no extant physical remains of the historic sports facilities that were there, the area has
intangible heritage value in terms of associations and memory, but also in terms of a sense of
place and its value as foreground for the iconic view of the campus across the gorge from the
main road.

4.8.3
•

Development and management guidelines

The development plan should identify this site as recreational and sports fields – however
no large structures should be built on it – this will compete with the prominence of the
main campus buildings.

•

The current use of the site as farmland must be investigated for its benefit for the school.

•

Reposition unsightly and poorly located infrastructural elements such as power lines.

•

Rehabilitate the grave area, research the grave’s history and provide information on site.
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SECTION 5

SIGNIFICANCE AND HERITAGE VALUE

The cultural and natural significance for the Healdtown School, together with the individual,
demarcated areas, have been determined following the guidelines as set out by the South
African National Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) 25 of 1999 section 3 (a-i) - the team advises
the client to take note of a Heritage Economic related value of the place, accrued to it due to
the increasing value placed on heritage in the cultural tourism millieu.
In Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 19991, currently used globally as a heritage management
instrument, cultural significance means "aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past,
present or future generations", together with other values that may be forthcoming from the
heritage place. Furthermore, a number of additional international conventions regarding the
conservation of cultural landscapes have also been consulted and integrated into developing
the Statement of Significance for Healdtown. These are listed in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Cultural Landscape Charters
(ICOMOS 2007)
ICOMOS
1964

The Venice Charter: International Charter For The Conservation And
Restoration Of Monuments And Sites

1982

The Florence Charter (Historic Gardens)

1994

The Nara Document On Authenticity (1994)

1990

Charter For The Protection And Management Of The Archaeological
Heritage

1999

International Charter On Cultural Tourism (Managing Tourism At Places
Of Heritage Significance)

1999

The Australia ICOMOS Charter For The Conservation Of Places Of
Cultural Significance (The Burra Charter - 1999)

2007

World Heritage Cultural Landscape

ICOMOS - IFLA
2001

The Buenos Aires Memorandum On Cultural Landscapes And Historic
Gardens (2001)

UNESCO
1962

1

Recommendation Concerning The Safeguarding Of Beauty And
Character Of Landscapes And Sites, 11 December 1962

The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance (the Burra Charter) 1999
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1972

1972

2003

Recommendation Concerning The Protection, At National Level, Of The
Cultural And Natural Heritage, 16 November 1972
Convention For The Protection Of The World Cultural And Natural
Heritage, Paris, 16 November 1972
Convention For The Safeguarding Of The Intangible Cultural Heritage,
Paris, 17 October 2003

COUNCIL OF EUROPE
2004

European Landscape Convention

These Charters and Guidelines should be referred to in further development of the property.

5.1

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE RATING

The cultural and natural significance for the Estate, together with the individual demarcated
zones, have been determined following the guidelines as set out by the South African
National Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) 25 of 1999 (which has incorporated aspects re
significance as stated in the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 19992). In the Australia Burra
Charter cultural significance means "aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past,
present or future generations".

According to the NHRA 25(1999) cultural significance

similarly means aesthetic, architectural, historical, scientific, social, spiritual, linguistic or
technological value or significance. The rating of significance defined below includes these
concepts.

In terms of the (NHRA) 25 (1999) Chapter 1:

3.(3) Without limiting the generality of subsections (1) and (2), a place or object is to be
considered part of the national Estate if it has cultural significance or other special value
because of:
(a)

Its importance in the community, or pattern of South Africa's history;

(b)

Its possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of South Africa's natural or

cultural heritage;
(c)

Its potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of South

Africa's natural or cultural heritage;
(d)

Its importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular class of

South Africa's natural or cultural places or objects;
(e)

Its importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community

or cultural group;

2

The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance (the Burra Charter) 1999
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(f)

Its importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at

a particular period;
(g)

Its strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for

social, cultural or spiritual reasons;
(h)

Its strong or special association with the life or work of a person, group or

organisation of importance in the history of South Africa; and
(i)

Sites of significance relating to the history of slavery in South Africa.

The entire Healdtown School cultural landscape is weighed against the criteria above and a
draft statement of significance is developed for use in future deliberations with stakeholders
and planning purposes.

LEVEL OF CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HEALDTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
SITE
NHRA

Significance

Category

Rating

Healdtown is very important in the African community of the whole of the
country, especially in the Eastern Cape, as a significant place of learning.

(a)

Healdtown played an important part in the Missionary history of South

High

Africa and its academic products played a significant role in struggle
history during Apartheid.

(b)

Healdtown has a high level of rare and endangered natural and cultural
content

High

The cultural and natural resources, as well as the intangible heritage of
Healdtown, has the potential to provide significant understanding of South
African missionary endeavours, the changes brought to the Black

(c)

education system under Apartheid, the evolution of Black education in
South Africa, the role of educators and students in the Struggle as well as

High

the role of the products of Missionary and Bantu education trained
Africans in the growth of South African society, be it in terms of politics,
arts, science, sport or human consciousness.
The combined Healdtown cultural landscape has a sufficient amount of

(d)

remaining heritage integrity and value to act as unique example of the
Methodist Mission education endeavour in particular and pre-Apartheid

High

Mission schools and African teacher training colleges in general.

(e)

The buildings and landscape of Healdtown cultural landscape have
medium/high aesthetic value and high authenticity.

Med/high

The site construction and architecture show a fair amount of technical

(f)

achievement in a rural environment – the landscaping (quads, avenues,
draingage furrows and gardens) is a technical achievement of a high

High

standard.

(g)

The Healdtown cultural landscape has a strong relationship with the

High
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Methodist Mission Society, the Department of Education as well as all the
graduates and converts from this important institution, for social, religious
and spiritual reasons.
Healdtown cultural landscape has a special relationship with the life of the
early Methodist Mission Society Reverend John Ayliff, Reverend Gottlieb
Schreiner, father of Olive Schreiner, William Imprey, Revered George
Chapman, Revered Robert Lamplough and Reverend R.F. Homabrook.,
as well as the subsequent governors and the many important alumni that
graduated from the School. These include John Jabavu, founder and
editor of Imvo Zabantusundu (established in 1884); Dr Seetsile Modiri
Molema, author of the Bantu Past and Present and former treasurergeneral of the ANC; Dr Zola Skweyiya, former Minister of Social

(h)

Development in South Africa; Dr Nelson Mandela, first president of

High

democratic South Africa and Nobel Iaureate; Silas Kanunu, former
president of the South Africa Rugby Football Union and prominent human
rights lawyer in the Eastern Cape; Govan Mbeki, leader of the ANC and
author of the seminal work The Peasants’ Revolt which gave the best
contemporary account of one of the major actions against apartheid in
rural eastern Transkei; Professor M Sobukwe, former member of the ANC
and founder of the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania; also the first
African professor at the then mostly white University of the Witwatersrand;
Revered Seth Mokitimi, a governor of Healdtown and the first black
person to be elected as president of the Methodist Conference.
The Healdtown cultural landscape has no relationship with slavery –

(i)

however, as seen from the oral and written history many famous black
thinkers who are associated with a stance against slavery and oppression

Medium

were the role models for the school and its learners, and commemorated.

Mean assessment of Cultural Significance

5.2

HIGH

HERITAGE VALUE

Heritage value is the integrity rating of parts or components of a heritage place at any time of
investigation or at the time any impact on it has to be assessed. It is important to know that
lost value may be regained through the process known as regeneration.

The Heritage Value of the designated areas has been impacted upon by later interventions,
poor maintenance or the lack of implementation of the original design intent. In order to be
reflective of these factors, the heritage value of the cultural landscape is discussed.

The different categories of Heritage Value are the following:
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1.

Low

Heritage elements that are generally negative in character with
few, if any, valued features. Scope for positive enhancement
frequently occurs.

2.

Medium

Heritage elements that exhibit positive character but which
may have evidence of alteration to/degradation/loss of
features, resulting in elements of more mixed character.
Potentially sensitive to change in general; again change may
be detrimental if inappropriately dealt with but it may require
special or particular attention to detail.

3.

High

Heritage elements (components of sites) that exhibit a very
positive character with valued features that combine to give the
experience of unity, richness, integrity and harmony. These are
elements that may be considered to be of particular
importance to conserve and which may be sensitive to change
in general, detrimental if change is inappropriately dealt with

The evaluation of Heritage Value for the Healdtown Cultural landscape is currently identified
as MEDIUM – however, it is important to note that the inherent, but degraded HIGH heritage
value of the site can be retrieved through, various conservation methods as well as
appropriate planning and design, resulting in a sensitive development with a high positive and
permanent impact.

In order to achieve this high positive and permanent impact, development must respond to
the indication of areas that are sensitive to change and negative impact – these areas are
indicated on the Sensitivity Map (See Figure 2 and Section 6.1.1)

5.3

THE MEANING OF HEALDTOWN:

TOWARD A STATEMENT OF

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
The authors have brought together an amount of data regarding the Healdtown cultural
landscape that has not been integrated in this manner before.

A draft Statement of

Significance is offered here, but it is important to note that the a SoS should be work-shopped
with a stakeholder community before it is adopted as guidance for further action and
development as well as conservation of a heritage place.
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Draft Statement of Significance
The Healdtown High School and Teachers Training College is a cultural landscape resulting
from the Methodist Mission Society’s beginnings in South Africa and most successfully
reflecting their integrated approach to religion, education and health, as it manifested in the
Eastern Cape region. As an educational institution with a strong missionary Christian basis it
played a major role in the training of African teachers in the north of South Africa, and
producing a large number of alumni who have made a significant mark in South African
society. The evolution of the Healdtown cultural landscape is indicative of major epochs in
the socio-political evolution of South African society as it pertains to race relations and the
approach to the education and cultural progress of the African segment of society, as seen in
the integration of the Fingo people. The current revival of Healdtown is indicative of a cultural
renaissance brought about by alumni from the institution and the democratic Government of
South Africa for the good of South African society. The built fabric, landscaping and places
of the Healdtown cultural landscape, as well as the intangible heritage that is intertwined with
the heritage place, has a high amount of remaining authenticity and integrity and has high
significance as example of a Missionary School and Training complex– the historic remains
and stories act as important symbols of Missionary intent, State intervention in Missionary
education as well as the struggle towards emancipation from oppression, and reflects the
dedication inherent in the African component of society, before, during and after Apartheid, to
transform their environment through knowledge and to better humankind.
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SECTION 6

ISSUES REPORT

The purpose of Section 3 and 4 was to assess the site based on various distinct zones,
identify specific areas of significance and discuss pertinent management and development
guidelines. This section will deal with the overall spatial configuration of Healdtown and issues
pertaining to the entire site and management thereof.

6.1

SPATIAL ISSUES

6.1.1

Areas of Sensitivity

Taking into account the historical and spatial context, the entire site is considered sensitive.
However, certain areas, based on specific biological diversity, specie composition or elements
within the landscape, display a higher sensitivity in relation to the rest of the site. These zones
are (please refer to Figure 2 for location of these zones):

•

Zone 1- 3: The entire historical school area

•

Zone 4: The Boys' Dormitory

•

Zone 6: The Girls' Hostel

It should be noted that all indigenous vegetation on the site is considered sensitive and
should be conserved within their original locations as far as possible. The proliferation of
invasive exotic tree species on the site, including Melia azedarach (seringa), Grevillea robusta
(silk oak), Pinus sp. and Eucalyptus sp. should be noted. Even though these species are
declared weeds and should be removed by law, they form an integral role in the spatial
composition of the site and are part of the historical fabric. It is therefore proposed that these
exotic species be monitored and, in stead of wide scale removal, strictly control any additional
growth and remove any new trees as they appear.

6.1.2

Critical viewpoints to and within the site

The site is located within a series of hills above the town of Fort Beaufort. Therefore
numerous locations within the site exhibit views over the surrounding area. These views are
graphically illustrated in Figure 1. However, the most important views and vistas are located
within the campus itself. Historic layouts of buildings were strategically planned to maximise
viewlines to add prominence to important buildings. These lines are also illustrated in Figure
1.
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6.1.3

Spatial order and coherency

Healdtown comprise of various tangible elements that spatially define the site. These can be
further distinguished in terms of ensembles of buildings and composition of vegetation.
Specific issues that were identified in the assessment of the building ensembles and the
vegetation composition are listed below:

•

Densification – it is proposed that the site could be further densified by adding structures
to further define and reinforce specific spaces and circulation routes. These structures
could be additional classrooms, or administrative buildings

•

Continuity and integrity through adaptive re-use – non-functional buildings or spaces in
ensembles should be adapted for current use while retaining and making more visible
their inherent heritage value and cultural significance, and strengthening the character of
the ensemble.

•

Housing – the densification process described above could include additional residential
units for staff.

•

Sport – the present site offers very little opportunity for any sport activities. It is proposed
that these activities be catered for on the site in the densification process.

•

Connections – at present, the site is largely illegible and inaccessible. Through means of
providing clear orientation nodes and circulation routes that legibly connect various
buildings and activities, the problem could become an opportunity.

•

Building coherency – a number of discordant building styles are evident on the site due to
the age of the school. It is proposed that new structures may have currency in design, but
respond to and be in dialogue with the identified historically significant typologies and the
morphology and syntax of the existing historical buildings - a Critical Regionalist approach
would be appropriate.

6.2

ADDITIONAL ISSUES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

6.2.1

General issues

The following general issues pertain to the entire site and emanated from the consolidation of
the cultural landscape and building assessment of the various zones:

•

Investigate ways of reintroducing historic planting to provide suitable setting;

•

Identify any broken sections of concrete walkway and repair;

•

The original walkway, drainage channels, stone terracing and remnants of the original
vegetable garden should be rehabilitated and protected where possible;

•

Remove building rubble and construct proper pathways where necessary;
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•

Investigate the possibility of reinstating the original footpaths and incorporating them into
the larger development scheme.

•

Conduct a detailed study of the original ornamental gardens in order to ascertain the total
number, position and type of surviving species.

•

Investigate the eastern and southern section of Zone 5 in order to locate possible remains
of the original footpaths or sports fields, noting material use and construction methods.

•

Extensive rehabilitation work is required to address the safety concerns regarding the
exposed drainage pits and channels

•

Reposition unsightly and poorly located infrastructural elements such as power lines.

•

Immediate stabilisation of identified sections of gardens and built fabric is necessary.

•

Establish interim risk preparedness measures regarding natural disasters such as floods
or fires.

•

Further retrieval of known archival material

•

Compile detailed documentation for conservation and further development actions.

•

Develop a detailed heritage management plan for buildings and plants as well as
intangibles.

•

The listing and documentation process should follow the new SAHRA listing guidelines
and format as stipulated in the “General Introduction into Surveys” document.

•

Develop a detailed Spatial Development Framework (SDF)

•

Compile detailed design guidelines to follow from SDF.

6.2.2

Issues pertaining to a future Detailed Spatial Development Framework

A future detailed Spatial Development Framework should address the following issues:

•

Waste management

•

Paving type and design

•

Landscape policy and vegetation policy

•

Lighting

•

Construction methods and materials for new roads and parking

•

Inclusive design in all interior and exterior spaces

•

Accessibility and legibility

•

The possibility of additional food production on site

•

Sustainable design of all new buildings
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6.2.3

Responsibilities forthcoming from the Heritage assessment and Statement of
Significance

The following responsibilities flow from the (so far) defined Statement of Significance:
•

The client has an obligation to follow through from this heritage assessment and alert
the necessary statutory agencies as to the importance and significance of the site.

•

The client has an obligation to incorporate the findings from the heritage assessment
in the process of future development of the site to ensure that a development type will
emerge that results in the retention of heritage through appropriate planning, design,
maintenance, risk preparedness and adequate mitigation measures, followed by a
suitable Heritage Management Policy and Plan.

•

The State has an obligation to assist in the documentation, conservation and
sustenance of a heritage place with this level of significance, and to ensure that the
interpreted significance is made visible to and protected for society.
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APPENDIX A
BRIEF HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
By Healdtown Board (2009)

HEALDTOWN

Founded towards the end of the wars of land dispossession, Healdtown is an extraordinary
example of the healing value of a process of reconciliation – itself a remarkable human
endeavour as South Africa’s past demonstrates.

Healdtown’s history is closely linked with that of the Fingo people in the late 1820s and early
1830s various groups of people migrated from parts of present day KwaZulu-Natal
southwards reaching the Eastern Cape at the time of King Hinsta of the amaGcaleka (eastern
Xhosa). The identity and origins of the migrants remain an area of disagreement amongst
historians and other scholars. What is generally accepted is that they included the amaHlubi,
Abambo, amaZizi, amaNgwane, amongst other clans. The Xhosa referred to them as
amaFengu a people in search of land – the very commodity that was becoming scarce in
colonial Cape. The colonialists referred to them as Fingoes.

During the wars of land dispossession, many Fingoes collaborated with the British against the
Xhoas people. So in 1848 when Methodist minister Reverend John Ayliff, the first missionary
to the Fingo people called all the black people in the Fort Beaufort area who had been
scattered by the wars of land dispossession to live together in one place, he was bridging not
just a geographic separation but a cultural one.

God has called us to be here
Through the mission at which everyone gathered was eventually called Healdtown in English,
the Xhosa people called it Nxukhwebwe – Inxuwa meaning ‘site’ and Ukukweba meaning ‘to
call’. It is interpreted as “God has called us to be here”. The main purpose of the mission was
to offer spiritual and educational development. Its motto was “They will rise on wings like
eagles”. The first classes were offered in 1853, making it one of the oldest institutions in the
intervening 158 years, the institution has consistently focused on enabling students and staff
to live in community in which all races and cultures co-operate harmoniously in a great
enterprise of service.

As Revered Edward W. Grant wrote in his 1950 account of the institution , “In places like
Healdtown, where a community of all races shares an absorbing interest and is united by a
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common purpose, the things that divide fall away and naturally and without strain a multiracial fellowship is built up.”

Influencing Africa
By 1885, Healdtown was operating as a boarding school, a teacher training college, and a
practicing school for primary teachers – with 1 250 students, of whom 750 were boarders.
The gender split was about 50/50.

With Lovedale Missionary Institution, it became one of the larges and most influential schools
in southern Africa, drawing students from as far afield as Kenya, Zaire, Botswana, Zimbabwe
and Lesotho. Many families sent each member of a new generation to the school. By 1994
students from 36 different areas representing 28 different cultures were being housed and
educated in the 35 buildings that made up the school.
The English name for the mission, Healdtown was chosen in honour of Sir James Heald, a
British merchant who gave generously to the Methodist church for general missionary
purposed and specifically for the founding of the mission station in Fort Beaufort.

True to Methodist philosophy, he, Reverend Ayliff, and others involved in founding the school
believed absolutely that religion and education went hand in hand and that a person raised
without one or the other would be an imbalanced human being.

Agents of change
The concentration of mission schools in South Africa was greatest in the Eastern Cape and
there is no question that they played a crucial role as agents of political and social change
there – with a ripple effect that influenced the rest of South Africa. The cluster of Healdtown,
Lovedale, St Matthews and Fort Hare consistently delivered over many decades, the highest
number of well-educated black students in southern Africa – and consequently black
intellectuals who understood the nature of and necessity for human rights and dignity and
who would lead their own people’s resistance to oppression, whatever the origin. However,
that was not the missionaries’ prime or even conscious objective. They saw their task as the
capture of souls. Well-meaning as they were, they did not understand that their secular
impact was to displace indigenous political, social and economic systems. The journey for
young black students to boarding school was a journey into a completely different society. It
was a long-term immersion in a rigorously planned and regulated environment, a submission
to its criteria and a decisive rupture with life outside the school. Closed or total institutions like
boarding schools set great store on the seemingly most insignificant details of dress, bearing,
physical and verbal manners – closing off students from the outside world but opening them
up to the flow of discipline and routine. And the closed nature of boarding schools allowed the
missionaries of the Eastern Cape to create the desired subject-educated ‘native’ – loyal,
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orderly, rational, respectable and respectful of rank. Little did they realise how those orderly,
rational, respectable graduates would change the history of South Africa.

Surviving racism
In 1956, the passing of the Bantu Education Act forced the Methodist Church to hand over
control of education at Healdtown to South Africa’s National Department of Education.
In 1968, the last Methodist governor of the school, Sir Stanley Pitts, left and the buildings
began to fall into disrepair. In the 1970, the Ciskei government leased Healdtown buildings
from the Methodist Church – in one instance for the use of the Ciskei Department of
Education – but the constant lack of maintenance resulted in serious dilapidation of the
buildings.

Still an educational institution, it nonetheless became a target for vandalism with windows
being smashed and valuable wooden floors, roof beams and door and window frames being
looted. Finally, during the nationwide political protests that followed the 1976 Soweto riots,
most of the Healdtown buildings were burned down by unknown arsonists. Some suspect
students and others the police – who viewed Healdtown as a centre of resistance to the
apartheid regime.

The Methodist Church and the Ciskei government could not agree on the future of the school
and the cost of restoring it – resulting in the school finally being closed by the government in
1978. a reporter for Indaba, Lulama Jijana, wrote in December 1977: “My heart breaks at the
closing down of an institution where education, culture and religion had been instilled in the
black community for 122 years. It is the end of an era.
Then, in 1994, the year of South Africa’s peaceful transition to a true democracy, as a result
of a great deal of effort by the Ciskei Minister of Education and Culture, Mr P.P. Jacobs, and
with funding from the Independent Development Trust and a Canadian group, Healdtown was
re-opened as a comprehensive school. Though the Methodist Church still owns the buildings,
the government provides the teaching and non-teaching staff.

Influential graduates
Healdtown has produced political and academic giants. To name but a few:
John Jabavu, founder and editor of Imvo Zabantusundu (established in 1884); Dr Seetsile
Modiri Molema, author of the Bantu Past and Present and former treasurer-general of the
ANC;
Dr Zola Skweyiya, former Minister of Social Development in South Africa; Dr Nelson Mandela,
first president of democratic South Africa and Nobel Iaureate; Silas Kanunu, former president
of the South Africa Rugby Football Union and prominent human rights lawyer in the Eastern
Cape; Govan Mbeki, leader of the ANC and author of the seminal work The Peasants’ Revolt
which gave the best contemporary account of one of the major actions against apartheid in
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rural eastern Transkei; Professor M Sobukwe, former member of the ANC and founder of the
Pan Africanist Congress of Azania; also the first African professor at the then mostly white
University of the Witwatersrand; Revered Seth Mokitimi, a governor of Healdtown and the first
black person to be elected as president of the Methodist Conference.

The missionaries who so ably steered Healdtown through its illustrious and often turbulent
history after Revered Ayliff include Reverend Gottlieb Schreiner, father of Olive Schreiner,
William Imprey, Revered George Chapman, Revered Robert Lamplough and Reverend R.F.
Homabrook.
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APPENDIX B
DOCUMENTATION OF ORAL TRADITIONS
Research into the Oral Traditions inherent to the Healdtown Schools Complex was conducted
using a two-pronged method. The first stage of the research included a desk-top survey of
available literature. The second stage of the documentation process included interviewing a
number of respondents integrally related to the site. These included former students of the
school and training college, former teachers at both institutions and current residents on the
site. This process is presented in Section B.1 hereafter.

B.1

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

B1.1

Methodology

The documentation of the oral traditions connected to the Healdtown school site was
performed by employing quantitative and qualitative anthropological research methodology.
This was done in compliance with Bernard’s (1988:110) strategy for anthropological fieldwork.
The methodology was furthermore roughly based on the guidelines in Spradley (1979) and
Ellen (1984). Research on Healdtown was conducted by means of identifying a number of
key informants and informal interviews were held on the site in order to mnemotechnically
trigger latent memories of my respondents. Mnemotechnic devices activate and enhance
memory. These could be objects, music & melody, and landscapes such as settlements,
ruins, graves or battlefields (Vansina 1985:44-46).

The people who acted as my key informants were intimately involved with the site. They had
either studied or taught at the school or lived on the premises while their parents were
teachers. I had divided the site into specific spatial zones prior to the site visit, and during the
fieldwork phase we progressed from zone to zone. The informants related information about
each zone: the original and contemporary function of buildings, the original use of the school
grounds, anecdotes and general comments on the heritage of the site. After noting all
comments while accompanying the key informants through the zones, I documented the
information photographically and spatially on maps.

It should be noted that, even though all participants focussed on various aspects of the
physical components of the school, the discussions also revolved around the various
individuals people connected to the school and its history. This document however focuses on
the oral traditions relating to pertinent aspects of the cultural landscape and the history of the
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site. Additional information on previous staff members and related issues is however digitally
available if required.

The informed consent of all informants was obtained through means of following the
guidelines as set out by the American Anthropological Association’s Committee on Ethics in
their Briefing Paper on Informed Consent (Clarke & Kingsolver n.d.). All people, groups and
associations interviewed for the purposes of this study gave their full permission that their
names could be used in this study after being informed about the purpose of the research and
the nature of their participation.

B1.2

Site Meeting 8 May 2009

The main opportunity for the collection of oral traditions pertaining to the site was a site
meeting with former students and teachers of both institutions. Below follows a breakdown of
the key informants, their contact details and relation to the site::

Table 2: Site Meeting 3 December 2008 Key Informants
No

Name

Telephone

Email

Trevor Webster (T)
Parents (Mrs Cook & Mr Lionel Webster)

1

taught at school (1938 – 1947, 1976),
participated in school activities
Wesley College Fort Hare – Grandfather
principal of Wesleyan School

Anne Webster (nee Langley) (A)
2

Father taught at school (Sir Langley
– 1946 – 1964)
Connie Mazaleni (C)

3

Former student (1973 - 1975) at the

076 936 2709

none

082 600 8741

none

046 645 1226

redshoestomhag@gmail.com

046 645 1226

redshoestomhag@gmail.com

school
Rev Dr Simon Gqubule (G)
4

Former student (1943 - 1949) and
reverend at the school. Methodist
minister
Thomas Hagspihl (TH)

5

Current Principal
Marion Hagspihl (MH)

6

Wife: Principal
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The site visit followed a specific spatial chronology and refers back to Figure 2 Zoning Map.
Each zone is therefore described in terms of the oral traditions documented while walking
through that specific section of the site. These are described below:
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Zone 1: Admin Block, Secondary School and Chapel
The high school block was recently renovated, and the present colours differ from the original
colours. It used to be painted only white. [A]

The chapel is still used today, with the Methodist minister of the area using it on Sundays
since there is no chaplain at the school any more. This minister is currently staying in the
original governor's house. [A]

Only the senior students (boys and girls) could attend services in the chapel. The junior
students (boys and girls) had to attend their own services in the dining hall. [G]

The area in front of the main bell tower flanked by the two high school blocks were used for
assemblies on weekdays. [C]
"We used to play games in this area" [G]

"Before the 1970's, a school boy was once killed here when he fell down the tower." [C]

Mr G trained as a preacher under the Healdtown Chaplain and was ordained in 1946. He
preached his first sermons in the Chapel. [G]

Zone 2: Ilanga (Training School) and Practicing School Junior Blocks (Lower Primary
School)

1940's – Ilanga = Practicing School – those training as teachers received their training in
these blocks (G), Eagle Building – Lower primary school – Sub A to St 6
1970 – Ilanga = Junior Block for the Form 1's, no teacher training. [G]

In the 1940's, the Ilanga building was the teacher training college. In the 1970's, the
principal's office and staff room were located in the Ilanga Building. The building that originally
housed the training school was named the Ilanga High School after Healdtown was burned
down (1974). [MH]

The small building to the northwest of the Ilanga was the reading room, not the library,
primarily for the use of the students at the training college. It had chairs and books – this was
the first place where Rev Gqubule saw the Encyclopaedia Britannica. [G]

The newly renovated building next to the Ilanga used to be the gym. At present, assemblies
are held in the new hall, built over the original location of the school gym. [TH]
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"I remember the Sunday morning parades that were held in the central assembly square,
where Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika was sung long before it was the national anthem." [TW]
They also sang "God save the Queen" and hoisted the Union Jack (G). The flag post was
located in the central section closer to the road. "When the band played we pulled the flags
down and walked up to the steps of the Junior Block where the staff stood" [G]
In later years, the staff stood under the bell-tower of the Eagle Building. [A]

Every Sunday, the band would go up to the Girls' Hostel to fetch the girls, travelling along the
pepper tree lane. When the girls reached the square, they would walk past the Eagle Building
and stand on the other side of the square, next to the Ilanga Building. [G]

The square always had a lawn surface and was very well maintained. [C]

The Pine tree in roughly the middle of the square has a rich history:
"When we went on strike in 1946 after the war – we were starving – the war ended in 1945,
and we thought that things would improve in 1946, but it did not. So we stood around this
tree, walking around the tree singing "Thina siyalambile" (we are hungry). It was late
afternoon and getting dark, so we did not see our boarding master standing on the steps and
noting who the ringleaders were. He rang the bell, calling us to the dining hall and ordered us
to sing the song again and again. This tree should never be chopped down" [G]
This pine tree was already quite tall when Mr Gqubule came to the school in 1940.

The eagle sculpture on the top of the Eagle Building refers to the symbol of the school [T],
which refers to Isaiah 40:31
But those who hope in the LORD
will renew their strength.
They will soar on wings like eagles;
hey will run and not grow weary,
they will walk and not be faint.

The Junior Block hostel once housed many young boys on the top floor (too many to count)
[G].

"Julius Caesar was performed on the steps of the Junior Block when I was a girl, the next
year it rained and they had to perform it in the Dining Hall. They draped sheets for the stage."
[A].
"They put on Twelve Night when I was at school. Trevor's mom was the director." [G]
The building behind the Junior Block used to be the home of the Chaplain, or housemaster,
Seth Mokotimi (1937 – 1951). His daughter was a student, but stayed at the Girls' hostel. [G].
The reservoir behind this house was not here during the 1940's. [G]
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Zone 3: Dining Hall, "Batch" and Offices

The western wing of the Dining Hall complex featured a number of smaller rooms. The rooms
at the northern end were respectively the "Cold Room", and the "Newspaper Room" [G].
"We received newspapers every day, the Herald and the Daily Despatch. There was also a
radio, and they would place it at the window and we could listen to the radio. It was the only
radio in this place." [G]

The bakery was located next to the Cold Room. Bread was baked on the premises every day.
"We called the bread "ukuqina" bread." The children did not help in the baking of the bread
every day. [G].

Next to the bakery, along the northern façade of the dining hall section, a small room is
located where a sewing lady was stationed to fix the student's uniforms. [G]

The Eastern wing features the House master / Chaplain's office to the north, "where he
conducted confirmation classes" [G]. Young men were trained to be local preachers in the
Chaplain's offices. Next to this office, the Matron had a small room. [G]

The room to the south of the offices functioned as the kitchen, next to the dining hall. [G]

The area in front of the dining hall was always paved and it used to feature a fountain, fish
pond. There used to be a fountain that emitted water. [G, A]

"We used to have bioscopes and shows at the dining hall and the boys escorted their
girlfriends to the shows along the pepper tree avenue." [C] They used to have bioscopes
every fortnight and boys and girls were allowed. "It was the only privilege we had" C

The stage for theatrical productions was located to the eastern end of the dining hall. They
used to drape sheets for a bioscope, but also to form the stage on the opposite end of the
hall. "For Julius Caesar they all used to wear sheets" [A]

The opposite end of the dining hall featured offices for the Governor "Wellington used to
come out from the eastern end to conduct prayers before the meals. But only once a week,
for the rest of the week Mocotimi conducted the prayers." [G]
A piano was located on the eastern end of the dining hall and AA Wellington (1922 – 1944)
used to play it before conducting the prayers. He also used to sing. [G]
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The school's foundation stone is located along the western / southern wall of the main dining
hall. [T&A]

Spinsters and bachelors used to stay in the complex known as the "Batch" which is located to
the west of the dining hall. [G] "My grandfather and mother lived in the batch in the late
1950's." [A] The courtyard used to have a beautiful garden [G]

Behind the dining hall was another smaller agricultural garden to supplement the mission
garden. There was first a lawn and beyond it the garden. [A&G]

The most western building of this complex, located immediately adjacent to the Chapel, was
the Junior Primary school, hosting St 4 – 6 classrooms. [G]

Zone 4: Boys' Hostel and Domestic Science

The building which is located immediately opposite the road from the northern boundary of
Zone 4 used to be Charlie Stewards' trading store. The building next to it used to be a
dormitory [T]. Everyone remembered buying sweets from Charlie Stewards' trading store. He
spoke Xhosa fluently and lived next to the premises. Jeanette Smit (nee Hamman) – her
parents also ran the trading store for many years [A]. The trading store provided for the
Healdtown mission and Governor, the High school, training school, practicing school and
large staff. The shop was run by Mr Magogs during the 1970's [C].

The woodwork classes were located across the road from the boys' hostel. Mr Noble used to
run the classes. [G]

The road used to carry oxcarts and donkey carts travelling between farms and Fort Beaufort.
[T] The stone terrace walls in this area were built before 1940's. [G]

The Senior Boys' Hostel bathroom only consisted of basins and taps, but no toilets. The boys'
hostel toilets were located on the edge of the kloof, but many students went behind the
buildings. The kloof toilet block was the only decent toilets for the boys. "But woe unto you if
you had to go before you reached them" [G]

The boys had to wash their own clothes in the round basins in the wash room. "But if you had
a girlfriend she would do your washing for you" [G]

There were around thirty beds per dormitory room. (G)
The different rooms within the boys' dormitory block did not feature allocated names like the
girls' dormitory. [G]
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The room in the north-eastern corner used to be the prefects room where the boarding master
met with them, it had a fireplace in the corner. [T]

Before the post office was located in the south-eastern room of the Hostel Block, it used to be
the place where students with bladder problems were placed - boys who wetted their beds.
[G]

In the early 1940's, junior and senior students were accommodated in the hostel block, but by
the end of Mr Gqubule's time at the school, only senior students lived in this block and juniors
had their own accommodation (Junior Block – Zone 2).

In the quad (square) they mainly played various games and Physical Training was also
conducted on the lawn within this area. [G]

The petrol pump was located in its original position (in front of the post office) even before Mr
Gqubule studied at the school. (1940's)
The round structure between the house and Post Office used to be the telephone. This was
the only telephone of Healdtown at one stage. [T]

The students called building to the east of the hostel the "Fort Hare block", as this hosted the
post-matric Domestic Science (Home Craft) classrooms and men from Fort Hare University
used to visit the women students. The westernmost room of this building was the sick room.
[G] Home Craft was taught (in the 1970's) by Mrs Kanjaza and Mrs Roussouw. [G]

Plaque with the inscription "Opened by Douglas Laing Smit – Secretary for Native Affairs
1943": "In 1943 was my first year here and I was here when they opened the building" [G].

The pepper tree avenue played a very important role in the connection between the girls'
hostel and the school. On Sunday mornings, the school band would march down the avenue
to fetch the girls. [G]

The buildings immediately south of the domestic science buildings were the original
Governor's residence. EW Grant was the person who originally built this residence and AA
Wellington also lived in these buildings. "The students used to say that Grant built his own
heavenly place here". [G]

The present shed was built at a later stage, its original function was staff garages. [G]
The building closest to the dining hall, but still part of the governor's residential area, used to
be the administration office. EW Grant commissioned the building of the administration office.
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"I used to come to the office with Silas Mogetle, bringing with us the students post, sorting out
the post for the staff and then we used to give the post for the boys in the dining hall when
they had their meals. After sorting the post for the girls, Marian Dugmore (secretary) used to
take it up to the girls' hostel." [G]

The area in front of the governor's residence used to be the tennis court for white teachers.
"EW Grant was president of the Methodist Church and in 1948 he went to a conference in
Cape Town. He gave a beautiful speech on the multi-racial society. He came back here after
the conference and found some black students playing tennis on the white tennis courts. He
chased them away and Graham Khumalo, who was one of the students, told him: what about
your speech in Cape Town? He just walked off" [G]
EW Grant was pro-multi racial societies in theory, but not in practice. This was typified by a
tennis court for only whites in the centre of the school, with another tennis court, located
across the road, for the black members of staff. [A]
They however regularly had staff parties for all races and everyone remembers it with
fondness. [A]

The drainage ditches were for water from the bathrooms. [G]

Zone 5: Staff Residences
Staff with families lived in this residential area. Headmaster Caley lived in the central staff
house overlooking the school [G], with Anne Webster's parents living immediately adjacent to
him to the west. The headmasters' house was larger and in a more prominent position.

The students never came to the staff quarters; however some boys were paid (2 shillings and
six pence) to tend to the gardens. Mr Gqubule tended to Mr Caley's garden. "I used to buy
dripping (cow fat) for my Ngushu (bean porridge) with my money" [G]. The girls could never
go to this area.

"When I was in form 4 I lost my first position in class. Caley was very disappointed and he
gave me 2 shillings and 6 pence to regain my position. I regained my position. I only saw him
again in 1955 during the centenary celebrations." [G]

The open area below the staff quarters was part of the residential area's garden. It was called
"the camp" [A]. The goats also grazed in this area. The staff gardens were all terraced and
there were plenty of snakes in the garden. [G]

Anne Webster's house (Langley House): "The only thing still growing is the cycad. My mother
had a very beautiful, big garden. She did not teach, and we were There used to be roses, a
grapevine around the corner, and vegetable garden. We used to play in the Lasiandra tree at
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the back. Growing up here was very special, growing up in the countryside but with lots of
kids. I did my first year of schooling here and then I went to Fort Beaufort. There was a lovely
atmosphere." [A]
"There used to be two additional White Stinkwood in the garden together with lemon trees
and quinces. My parents used to have staff parties here, with the staff being of mixed races."
[A] (I noted Tecoma, agapanthus, other aloe species, plumbago remnants).

"My father built model aeroplanes in the garage next to his house. My brother took everything
in the garage and shipped it to New Zealand where he still builds model aeroplanes." [A] "I
remember this one large aeroplane Anne's father built that crashed on its first flight" [G]

Anne Webster is now 50 years old.

Zone 6: Girls' Hostel

Every building had a different name and the groups of girls living within each block / building
were associated to this name during sport activities of the school.
Hornerbrook (Form 4's)
Chubb
Ailliff (Form
Watkinson (Form 1's)
Senior block (Form 2's) [C]
The boys were also divided into the above group-names, but the names were never attached
to the residences. [G]

The top storey of the main building featured Senior Block to the west, Chubb in the middle
and Aillif to the east. The bottom storey featured the matron's rooms and sick bay to the west,
the dining hall in the middle and the kitchen to the east.

"There were big iron stoves in the kitchen for cooking. The central area was to wash the
dishes. The boys had better food than the girls" [G]

The two buildings located on the terrace to the back of the main building were Hornerbrook to
the east and Watkinson to the west. The building to the far-east was the "ironing place",
where the girls used to do their washing and ironing. [C]

"We used to sing and sing in the ironing room. There used to be stoves to heat the water
along the western wall and big tables for the ironing. We only did our own washing. The
terraces to the east of the ironing room featured the washing lines for drying the clothes." [C]
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The smaller rooms to next to the kitchen were the "box rooms" where the girls used to put
their luggage and other personal belongings during the term.

The bell room is located under the stairs to the east of the main building. It was used to wake
up the girls and call the girls for lunch and dinner. [C] The rafter that was used to hang the bell
from is still intact.

A relatively new toilet block is located to the east of the main building. The original bathrooms
are located below the new toilet block closer to the main building. The original toilet block has
been demolished but the foundations are still visible to the east of the bathroom. "We never
had flushing toilets, we were using buckets and it was carted away in donkey carts". [C]

"The girls originally had a bucket system for toilets, where a donkey cart went around
collecting the buckets to dispose the contents thereof in the mornings." [A]
The toilets marked the border of the girls' hostel – they were not allowed past the toilets and
the boys were not allowed beyond. [C]

There were usually about 300 girls residing within the girls' hostel. They wore black skirts and
white shirts and "they were always impeccably dressed" [A] There were however always more
boys than girls residing at the school. [G]

The eucalyptus trees were planted when the school was started in the 1800's. [G]

The gardens in front of the main block were always well tended and beautiful. There were
always prolific aloes in the gardens. [A]
The garden in front of the main building were solely for the use of the matrons and were
called the "Matron's Garden". The round stone heaps were already part of the garden in the
1970's. [C]

The group responsible for the roads were also responsible for the maintenance of the
gardens [G]. These boys worked as groups in the gardens. This practice was however
stopped in the 1970's, as no boys were then allowed near the girls' hostel [C]

The terrace wall has beautiful stonework, with drinking taps roughly in the middle. [C]
The drainage furrows / trench were built when the original buildings were erected. [C]

"In my matric year, I worked for the General Company, who put gravel on Healdtowns roads,
and we used to put gravel all the way up to the girls' hostel – so I did come up to the hostel
even though other boys were not allowed up there" [G]
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The smaller sport fields were located between the girls' hostel and the staff houses and rest
of the school. To the south of the hostel were brickfields next to the river.
The sewerage area was close to it. [G]

The mission's agricultural gardens were located behind the mission house (governor's
house), close to the river. They grew vegetables for the whole institution. [A] It was a huge
area. [G]

"Agricultural fields were located along the river below the girls' hostel and the boys used to
tend to the fields" [G]. At present, the sewerage works are located in this area.

Zone 7: Primary School
The building immediately adjacent to the chapel was part of the Junior Primary school and
featured the St 4 – 6 classrooms. The smaller buildings to the south of the chapel,
immediately adjacent to the kloof, housed Sub A to Standard 3. [G]

A water reservoir is located between the buildings originally allocated for Sub A & B, and St 1
to 3. [G]

The entire area used to be properly lawned and featured flowering plants. [G]

The houses to the east were teacher's and staff accommodation. [G]

The dilapidated boys' toilets are located to the extreme south of this area, next to the kloof.
The boys had to run from the boy's hostel to use this toilet. [G]

Zone 8: Entrance Zone
"This area was not really part of the school when we were here. There were no classrooms
on this land. This area used to be the place where we played soccer and cricket. We played
rugby on the fields next to the river". [G]

"Geography was also being taught in this area, especially climatology." [G]
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General
"The people in Uitenhage said that children that go to Healdtown usually stay for two to three
years, but I stayed seven years" [G] – Mr Gqubule attended Healdtown for five years at high
school and another two years for teacher training. He trained as a minister after that.

"Corlett" was the foreman who was looking after the grounds during my time" [G].

Governor AA Wellington (1928 – 1944) was buried in the graveyard of the village next to the
mission school, (chiatoga). He dying wish was to be buried in the village as he loved it so
much. The name in Xhosa for this place (Healdtown) is Nxukwebe and the students called
Wellington's daughter NoNxukwebe.
Mr Noble was also buried in this graveyard. [G]

The children played everywhere, even the villages, but were not allowed in the kloof, as it was
considered very dangerous. [A & G]

Competitions and Sports Days were held according to the different houses (Chubb,
Watkinson, Ailliff, Hornerbrook & Seniors) and was a big occasion when Loveday School and
St Matthews would come over. "They would march onto the sports fields with banners and
rosettes and music and it was a big occasion." [A]

The new uniform in maroon and gold came later, but the original Healdtown uniform was
black and white. The boys and girls had to wear a black blazer every Sunday. [A]

Evening classes were conducted from 7 – 9 for the juniors, and 7 – 10 for seniors. During
these times the students did their homework in the classrooms, supervised by prefects. [G]

"In 1816 there was a missionary (Calderwood – London Missionary Society) here right before
the school was started. Healdtown was started in 1846 by John Ailliff." [T]
1844 – 1845 Calderwood's Kaffirs - Amafengu people [T]

"At Healdtown, we had a very primitive toilet system and we had to eat this horrible bread, but
we loved the place!" [G]

The practice of cutting a side-parting into one's hair, as made popular by Nelson Mandela, is
an old Healdtown tradition. Connie's father (roughly the same age as Mr Mandela) still
sometimes wear his hair in this style as it is considered a sign of distinction and a symbol of
having been educated at Healdtown. [C]
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Connie and Mr Gqubule remember their fathers sending money to the office to pay their
school fees. They never handled money themselves. The fees were £22 a year in 1943. In
1970's it was R43 per quarter. [C & G]

The students only had two holidays a year, Christmas and June. Two terms were logical for
students that had to travel from far. "Nobody went home during the term, but those who lived
around the area used to go home. There were some day students from the villages
surrounding the school." [G]
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APPENDIX C

RECORDING OF VEGETATION

The vegetation of the site was originally documented by Carl Vernon. This study was verified
by a subsequent site visit by the authors of this document. Specific species discussed in the
Vernon 2009 report were systematically identified and documented on the maps. Exceptions
were made in areas where the specie composition was too diverse to document within the
time frame of the project. These areas include Zone 5, 6, 7 and 8 and the recording of
vegetation included the tree but not overall shrub composition. The numerous indigenous and
exotic species evident on the site are listed in Section C1 and C2 below. The spatial
distribution of these species are graphically illustrated in Figure C1 and C2.

Table C: Plant Lists (Vernon 2009)
form

scientific name

TREE
Acacia karroo
Bauhinia variegata
Brachychiton populneus
Buddleia saligna
Calodendrum capense
Cedrus deodara
Celtis africana
Chamaecyparis lasoniana
Cupressus sempervirens
Dovyalis caffra
Erythrina caffra
Eucalyptus botryoides
Eucalyptus ficifolia
Eucalyptus grandis
Eucalyptus maculata
Eucalyptus sideroxylon
Euphorbia tirucalli
Ficus burkei
Grevillea robusta
Harpephyllum caffrum
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Lagunaria patersonii
Melia azedarach
Olea africana
Phytolacca dioica
Pinus halepensis
Pinus pinaster
Prunus persica
Quercus ilex
Quercus robur
Rhus chirindensis
Rhus gueinzii

e
x
*
p
*
*
p
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
p
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

common name
is an exotic
indigenous but planted
sweet thorn
orchid tree
black kurrajong
olive sagewood
cape chestnut
white stinkwood
lawson cypress
cypress
kei apple
coastal coral tree
bangalay
flowering gum
rose gum
spotted gum
ironbark gum
rubber hedge euphorbia
wild fig
silky oak
wild plum
jacaranda
pyramid tree
syringa
wild olive
belhambra
aleppo pine
cluster pine
peach
holm oak
white oak
forest red currant
thorny karee

family

Mimosaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Sterculiaceae
Buddleiaceae
Rutaceae
Pinaceae
Ulmaceae
Cupressaceae
Cupressaceae
Flacourtiaceae
Papilionaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Myrtaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Moraceae
Proteaceae
Anacardiaceae
Bignoniaceae
Malvaceae
Meliaceae
Oleaceae
Phytolaccaceae
Pinaceae
Pinaceae
Rosaceae
Fagaceae
Fagaceae
Anacardiaceae
Anacardiaceae
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Schinus molle
Schotia afra
Schotia brachypetala
Ziziphus mucronata
CAPITATE
Agave americana
Aloe ferox
Phoenix canariensis
palm species
Yucca gloriosa

*
p
p

brazilian pepper
karoo boer boon
weeping boer boon
buffalo thorn

Anacardiaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Rhamnaceae

*

american agave
bitter aloe
canary date palm
a unidified palm
glorious yukka

Agavaceae
Liliaceae
Arecaceae
Arecaceae
Liliaceae

needle bush
ink berry
bone apple
tolbos
puzzle bush
spike thorn
kraal spike thorn
hibiscus
pride of india
yellow lantana
wax leaf privet
kraal honey thorn
oleander
tree tobacco
prickly pear
large spur flower
cat thorn
peanut butter cassia

Salvadoraceae
Solanaceae
Rubiaceae
Ebenaceae
Boraginaceae
Celastraceae
Celastraceae
Malvaceae
Lythraceae
Verbenaceae
Oleaceae
Solanaceae
Apocynaceae
Solanaceae
Cactaceae
Lamiaceae
Rhamnaceae
Caesalpiniaceae

bougainvillea
veld fig
imbricate prickly pear
cat's claw creeper
tecoma
wisteria

Nyctaginaceae
Moraceae
Cactaceae
Bignoniaceae
Bignoniaceae
Papilionaceae

*
*
*

BUSH
Azima tetracantha
Cestrum laevigatum
Coddia rudis
Diospyros lycioides
Ehretia rigida
Gymnosporia heterophylla
Gymnosporia polyacantha
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis
Lagerstroemia indica
Lantana camara
Ligustrum japonicum
Lycium afrum
Nerium oleander
Nicotiana glauca
Opuntia ficus-indica
Plectranthus ecklonii
Scutia myrtina
Senna didymobotrya

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

VIN
E
Bougainvillea glabra
Ficus burtt-davyi
Opuntia imbricata
Macfadyena ungulis-cati
Tecoma capensis
Wisteria floribunda

*
*
*
*
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Figure C1
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Figure C2
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APPENDIX D

RECORDING OF BUILDINGS

This section consists of two separate parts. Part one is the graphic illustration on a plan of the
location of and views to the recorded buildings, Figure D1. The second part is a compact disk
containing all the photographs relating to the numbers and positions indicated on Figure D1.
The CD is labelled Appendix D2.
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Figure
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D
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